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Abstract
Systems of fixpoint equations over complete lattices, con-
sisting of (mixed) least and greatest fixpoint equations, al-
low one to express a number of verification tasks such as
model-checking of various kinds of specification logics or
the check of coinductive behavioural equivalences. In this
paper we develop a theory of approximation for systems of
fixpoint equations in the style of abstract interpretation: a
system over some concrete domain is abstracted to a sys-
tem in a suitable abstract domain, with conditions ensuring
that the abstract solution represents a sound/complete over-
approximation of the concrete solution. Interestingly, up-to
techniques, a classical approach used in coinductive settings
to obtain easier or feasible proofs, can be interpreted as ab-
stractions in a way that they naturally fit in our framework
and extend to systems of equations. Additionally, relying
on the approximation theory, we can provide a characteri-
sation of the solution of systems of fixpoint equations over
complete lattices in terms of a suitable parity game, gener-
alising some recent work that was restricted to continuous
lattices. The game view opens the way to the development
of on-the-fly algorithms for characterising the solution of
such equation systems.
Keywords fixpoint equation systems, complete lattices,
parity games, abstract interpretation, up-to techniques, lo-
cal algorithms, µ-calculus, bisimilarity
1 Introduction
Systems of fixpoint equations over complete lattices, con-
sisting of (mixed) least and greatest fixpoint equations, al-
low one to uniformly express a number of verification tasks.
Notable examples come from the area of model-checking.
Invariant/safety properties can be characterised as greatest
fixpoints, while liveness/reachability properties as least fix-
points. Using both least and greatest fixpoints leads to very
expressive specification logics. The µ-calculus [Kozen 1983]
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is a prototypical example, encompassing various other log-
ics such as LTL and CTL. Another area of special interest for
the present paper is that of behavioural equivalences, which
typically arise as solutions of greatest fixpoint equations.
The most famous example is bisimilarity that can be seen as
the greatest fixpoint of a suitable operator over the lattice
of binary relations on states (see, e.g., [Sangiorgi 2011]).
In the first part of the paper, after a general introduc-
tion to systems of equations over complete lattices, clarify-
ing how the modal µ-calculus, its probabilistic variants and
bisimilarity can be viewed as examples, we develop a the-
ory of approximation for systems of equations in the style
of abstract interpretation. The general idea of abstract in-
terpretation [Cousot and Cousot 1977, 1979a] is simple and
effective. It consists of extracting properties of programs
by defining an approximated program semantics over a so-
called abstract domain, typically a complete lattice, whose
elements can be seen as properties of the concrete seman-
tics. Moving from the concrete to the abstract domain, on
the one hand, allows one to focus on the program proper-
ties of interest, on the other hand, it is often essential to
make the check effective.
Concrete and abstract program semantics are typically
expressed in terms of (systems of) least fixpoint equations,
and suitable conditions can be imposed ensuring that the ap-
proximation obtained is sound, namely that, roughly, prop-
erties derived from the abstract semantics are also valid
at concrete level. In an ideal situation also the converse
holds, a situation referred to as completeness of the abstract
interpretation (see [Giacobazzi et al. 2000] and references
therein), which ensures the absence of false alarms.
We generalise this idea to systems of fixpoint equations,
where least and greatest fixpoints can coexist. A system over
some concrete domainC is abstracted by a system over some
abstract domain A, which is intended to provide an over-
approximation of the concrete one. Suitable conditions are
identified that ensure the soundness and completeness of
1
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the approximation. This enables the use of the approxima-
tion theory on a number of verification tasks. As an exam-
ple, we show that some results on property preserving ab-
stractions for the µ-calculus [Loiseaux et al. 1995] arise as
instances of our theory. We also discuss the use of the ap-
proximation theory for systems of fixpoint equations over
the real interval [0, 1] arising from a fixpoint extension of
Łukasiewicz logic, considered in [Mio and Simpson 2017]
as a precursor to model-checking PCTL or probabilistic µ-
calculi.
When dealing with greatest fixpoints, a key proof tech-
nique relies on the coinduction principle. It naturally spills
out of Tarski’s Theorem, that states that a monotone func-
tion f over a complete lattice has a greatest fixpoint ν f ,
which is the join of all post-fixpoints, i.e., the elements l
such that l ⊑ f (l). As a consequence proving l ⊑ f (l) suf-
fices to conclude that l ⊑ ν f . Note that the focus here is
on underapproximations of the fixpoint: for instance, if f is
the operator on relations having bisimilarity as the greatest
fixpoint, one is normally interested in checking the bisimi-
larity of two states, say s1 and s2, i.e., in checking whether
{(s1, s2)} ⊆ ν f .
In this setting, up-to techniques have been pro-
posed for “simplifying” proofs [Milner 1989; Pous 2007;
Pous and Sangiorgi 2011; Sangiorgi and Milner 1992]. They
turn out to be helpful not only for shortening hand-written
proofs, but also for reducing the search space in fully au-
tomatic verification algorithms (see e.g. [Bonchi and Pous
2013] where up-to techniques provide an exponential
speed-up for language equivalence of non-deterministic
automata). Roughly speaking, a sound up-to function is a
function u on the lattice such that ν (f ◦ u) ⊑ ν f so that
l ⊑ f (u(l)) implies l ⊑ ν (f ◦u) ⊑ ν f . The characteristics of
u (typically, extensiveness) should make it easier to show
that an element is a post-fixpoint of f ◦ u rather than a
post-fixpoint of f .
We show that up-to techniques admit a natural inter-
pretation as abstractions in our approximation framework.
This fact, besides being of interest in itself, allows us to
generalise smoothly the theory of up-to techniques to sys-
tems of fixpoint equations. It also contributes to the under-
standing of the relation between abstract interpretation and
up-to techniques, a theme that received some recent atten-
tion [Bonchi et al. 2018a].
Some recent work [Baldan et al. 2019] has shown that
the solution of systems of fixpoint equations can be char-
acterised in terms of a parity game when working in a suit-
able subclass of complete lattices, the so-called continuous
lattices [Scott 1972]. Here, relying on our approximation
theory, we get rid of the continuity hypothesis and design
a game that works for systems of equations over general
complete lattices. The simple but crucial observation is that
a system of equations over any complete lattice L can be
“transferred” to a system of equations over the powerset of
a basis 2BL (which is always continuous) by means of a Ga-
lois insertion.
The above results opens the way to the development
of algorithms, possibly integrating abstraction and up-to
techniques, for solving the game, i.e., for determining win-
ning and losing positions for the players, which in turn
corresponds to solving the associated verification prob-
lem. Global algorithms establishing the winner at each
position can be based, e.g., on progress measures (origi-
nally proposed in [Jurdziński 2000] and adapted to sys-
tems of equations in [Baldan et al. 2019; Hasuo et al. 2016]).
Local algorithms, confining the attention to specific posi-
tions, can be devised taking inspiration from backtrack-
ing methods for bisimilarity [Hirschkoff 1998] and for the
µ-calculus [Stevens and Stirling 1998; Stirling 1995]. We
will outline an on-the-fly algorithm for the case of a sin-
gle equation in §6.2. This will allow us to establish a
link with some recent work relating abstract interpretation
and up-to techniques [Bonchi et al. 2018a] and exploiting
up-to techniques for computing language equivalence on
NFAs [Bonchi and Pous 2013].
Subsequently we will consider a version of the algorithm
for the general case.
Our contributions can be summarized as follows:
⊲ We develop a theory of (sound and complete) approxima-
tions for systems of fixpoint equations. This is challenging
due to the interplay of least and greatest fixpoints. (§4)
⊲ We derive a theory of up-to functions for systems of fix-
point equations. This is done by suitably instantiating the
theory developed earlier, since an up-to function can be
canonically transformed into a closure which in turn can
be seen as a Galois insertion. (§5)
⊲ Generalising [Baldan et al. 2019], we present a game that
allows to characterize the solution of systems of fixpoint
equations. Differently from [Baldan et al. 2019] it works for
all complete lattices, not just for continuous ones. (§6.1)
⊲ We use the theory of games and up-to techniques to pro-
vide on-the-fly algorithms for characterising the solution of
a single fixpoint equation. In particular, we focus on the spe-
cial case in [Bonchi et al. 2018a] where the function –whose
fixpoint we want to determine – is a right adjoint. (§6.2)
⊲ We give a local on-the-fly algorithm for solving the game
in the general case, i.e. for checking whether a given lat-
tice element is below the solution. This algorithm gener-
alises the one proposed in [Stevens and Stirling 1998] for
µ-calculus model-checking and applies to the solution of ar-
bitrary equations systems.We also show how this algorithm
can be enhanced with up-to techniques. (§7)
Proofs can be found in the appendix.
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2 Preliminaries and notation
We provide the basic order theoretic notions used in the pa-
per and fix the notation for tuples of elements that will be
useful when dealing with systems of equations.
A preordered or partially ordered set 〈P,⊑〉 is often de-
noted simply as P , omitting the (pre)order relation. Given
X ⊆ P , we denote by ↓ X = {p ∈ P | ∃x ∈ X . p ⊑ x} the
downward-closure of X . The join and the meet of a subset
X ⊆ P (if they exist) are denoted
⊔
X and
intersectionsqtext
X , respectively.
Definition 2.1 (complete lattice, basis). A complete lattice
is a partially ordered set (L,⊑) such that each subset X ⊆ L
admits a join
⊔
X and a meet
intersectionsqtext
X . A complete lattice (L,⊑)
always has a least element ⊥ =
⊔
∅ and a greatest element
⊤ =
intersectionsqtext
∅. A basis for a complete lattice is a subset BL ⊆ L
such that for each l ∈ L it holds that l =
⊔
{b ∈ BL | b ⊑ l}.
For instance, the powerset of any setX , ordered by subset
inclusion (2X , ⊆) is a complete lattice. Join is union, meet is
intersection, top is X and bottom is ∅. A basis is the set of
singletons B2X = {{x} | x ∈ X }. Another complete lattice
used in the paper is the real interval [0, 1] with the usual
order ≤. Join andmeet are the sup and inf over real numbers,
0 is bottom and 1 is top. Any dense subset, e.g., the set of
rationals Q ∩ (0, 1], is a basis.
A function f : L → L ismonotone if for all l , l ′ ∈ L, if l ⊑ l ′
then f (l) ⊑ f (l ′). By Knaster-Tarski’s theorem [Tarski 1955,
Theorem 1], any monotone function f on a complete lattice
has a least and a greatest fixpoint, denoted respectively µ f
and ν f , characterised as the meet of all pre-fixpoints respec-
tively the join of all post-fixpoints: µ f =
intersectionsqtext
{l | f (l) ⊑ l} and
ν f =
⊔
{l | l ⊑ f (l)}.
Given a complete lattice L, a subset X ⊆ L is directed if
X , ∅ and every pair of elements in X has an upper bound
in X . If L, L′ are complete lattices, a function f : L → L′ is
(directed-)continuous if for any directed set X ⊆ L it holds
f (
⊔
X ) =
⊔
f (X ). The function f is called strict if f (⊥) =
⊥. Co-continuity and co-strictness are defined dually.
Definition 2.2 (Galois connection). Let (C,⊑), (A, ≤) be
complete lattices. A Galois connection (or adjunction) is a
pair of monotone functions 〈α ,γ 〉 such that α : C → A,
γ : A→ C and for all a ∈ A and c ∈ C
α(c) ⊑ a iff c ⊑ γ (a).
Equivalently, for all a ∈ A and c ∈ C , (i) c ⊑ γ (α(c)) and
(ii) α(γ (a)) ≤ a. In this case we will write 〈α ,γ 〉 : C → A.
The Galois connection is called an insertion when α ◦ γ =
idA.
For a Galois connection 〈α ,γ 〉 : C → A, the function α is
called the left (or lower) adjoint and γ the right (or upper)
adjoint. The left adjoint α preserves all joins and the right
adjoint γ preserves all meets. Hence, in particular, the left
adjoint is strict and continuous, while the right adjoint is
co-strict and co-continuous.
A function f : L → L is idempotent if f ◦ f = f and
extensive if l ⊑ f (l) for all l ∈ L. When f is monotone, ex-
tensive and idempotent it is called an (upper) closure. In this
case, 〈f , i〉 : L → f (L), where i is the inclusion, is a Galois
insertion. Moreover, f (L) = { f (l) | l ∈ L} is a complete
lattice (by Knaster-Tarski’s theorem, since f (L) is the set of
fixpoints of f ).
We will often consider tuples of elements. Given a set A,
an n-tuple in An is denoted by a boldface letter a. The com-
ponents of an n-tuple a are denoted as a = (a1, . . . ,an). For
an index n ∈ Nwe write n for the integer interval {1, . . . ,n}.
Given a ∈ An and i, j ∈ n we write ai, j for the subtuple
(ai ,ai+1, . . . ,aj ). The empty tuple is denoted by (). Given
two tuples a ∈ Am and a′ ∈ An we denote by (a,a′) or
simply by aa′ their concatenation in Am+n .
Definition 2.3 (pointwise order). Given a complete lattice
(L,⊑)we will denote by (Ln,⊑) the set of n-tuples endowed
with the pointwise order defined, for l, l ′ ∈ Ln , by l ⊑ l ′ if
li ⊑ l
′
i for all i ∈ n.
The structure (Ln,⊑) is a complete lattice. More generally,
for any set X , the set of functions LX = { f | f : X → L},
endowed with pointwise order, is a complete lattice.
A tuple of functions f = (f1, . . . , fm) with fi : X → Y ,
will be seen itself as a function f : X → Ym , defined
by f (x) = (f1(x), . . . , fm(x)). We will also need to con-
sider the product function f × : Xm → Ym , defined by
f ×(x1, . . . , xm) = (f1(x1), . . . , fm(xm)).
3 Systems of Fixpoint Equations over
Complete Lattices
In the paper we deal with systems of (fixpoint) equations
over some complete lattice, where, for each equation one
can be interested either in the least or in the greatest so-
lution. We define systems, their solutions and we provide
some examples that will be used as running examples in the
paper.
Definition 3.1 (system of equations). Let L be a complete
lattice. A system of equations E over L is a list of equations
of the following form
x1 =η1 f1(x1, . . . , xm)
. . .
xm =ηm fm(x1, . . . , xm)
where fi : Lm → L are monotone functions (with respect to
the pointwise order on Lm) and ηi ∈ {µ,ν }. The system will
often be denoted as x =η f (x), where x , η and f are the ob-
vious tuples. We denote by ∅ the system with no equations.
Systems of equations of this kind have been consid-
ered in the literature in connection to verification prob-
lems (see e.g., [Baldan et al. 2019; Cleaveland et al. 1992;
Hasuo et al. 2016; Seidl 1996]. In particular, [Baldan et al.
3
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2019; Hasuo et al. 2016] work on general classes of complete
lattices.
Note that f can be seen as a function f : Lm → Lm . The
solution of the system is a selected fixpoint of such function.
We first need some auxiliary notation.
Definition 3.2 (substitution). Given a system E ofm equa-
tions over a complete lattice L of the kind x =η f (x), an
index i ∈ m and l ∈ L we write E[xi := l] for the system
of m − 1 equations obtained from E by removing the i-th
equation and replacing xi by l in the other equations, i.e., if
x = x ′xix
′′, η = η′ηiη′′ and f = f
′ fi f
′′ then E[xi := l] is
x ′x ′′ =η′η′′ f
′ f ′′(x ′, l ,x ′′).
We can now define the solution of a system of equations.
Definition3.3 (solution). Let L be a complete lattice and let
E be a system ofm equations over L of the kind x =η f (x).
The solution of E, denoted sol (E) ∈ Lm , is defined induc-
tively as follows:
sol(∅) = ()
sol(E) = (sol(E[xm := sm]), sm)
where sm = ηm(λx . fm(sol(E[xm := x]), x)).
In words, for solving a system of m equations, the last
variable is considered as a fixed parameter x and the system
ofm − 1 equations that arises from dropping the last equa-
tion is recursively solved. This produces an (m − 1)-tuple
parametric on x , i.e., we get s1,m−1(x) = sol(E[xm := x]). In-
serting this parametric solution into the last equation, we
get an equation in a single variable
x =ηm fm(s1,m−1(x), x)
that can be solved by taking for the function
λx . fm(s1,m−1(x), x), the least or greatest fixpoint, de-
pending on whether the last equation is a µ- or ν -equation.
This provides the m-th component of the solution
sm = ηm(λx . fm(s1,m−1(x), x)). The remaining compo-
nents of the solution are obtained inserting sm in the
parametric solution s1,m−1(x) previously computed, i.e.,
s1,m−1 = s1,m−1(sm).
Note that the order of equation matters, reordering the
equations typically results in a different solution.
Example 3.4 (µ-calculus). Several authors observed that µ-
calculus formulae can be equivalently presented as systems
of fixpoint equations (see, e.g., [Cleaveland et al. 1992; Seidl
1996]). We adopt a standard µ-calculus syntax. For fixed dis-
joint sets PVar of propositional variables, ranged over by
x ,y, z, . . . and Prop of propositional symbols, ranged over
by p,q, r , . . ., formulae are defined by
φ ::= t | f | p | x | φ ∧ φ | φ ∨ φ | φ | ^φ | ηx .φ
where p ∈ Prop, x ∈ PVar and η ∈ {µ,ν }.
The semantics of a formula is given with respect to an
unlabelled transitions system (or Kripke structure) T =
(ST ,→T ) where ST is the set of states and →T ⊆ ST × ST
a
c
b
d e
(a)
a
c
bde
(b)
x1 =ν p ∧ x1
x2 =µ x1 ∨ ^x2
(c)
x1 =ν {b,d, e} ∩ T x1
x2 =µ x1 ∪ T x2
(d)
Figure 1
is the transition relation. Given a formula φ and an envi-
ronment ρ : Prop ∪ PVar → 2ST mapping each proposition
or propositional variable to the set of states where it holds,
we denote by ||φ ||Tρ the semantics of φ defined as usual (see,
e.g., [Bradfield and Walukiewicz 2018]).
A µ-calculus formula can be presented as a system of
equations, by using an equation for each fixpoint subfor-
mula. For instance, consider φ = µx2.((νx1.(p∧x1))∨^x2)
that requires that a state is eventually reached from which
p always holds. The equational form is reported in Fig. 1c.
Consider a transition system T = (ST ,→T ) where ST =
{a,b, c,d, e} and →T is as depicted in Fig. 1a, with p that
holds in the grey states b, d and e . Define the semantic coun-
terpart of the modal operators as follows: given a relation
R ⊆ X × X let us write R ,R : 2X → 2X for the func-
tions defined by R (Y ) = {x ∈ X | ∃y ∈ Y . (x ,y) ∈ R},
R (Y ) = {x ∈ X | ∀y ∈ X .(x ,y) ∈ R ⇒ y ∈ Y } for Y ⊆ X .
Then the formulaφ interpreted over the transition system
T leads to the system of equations over the lattice 2ST in
Fig. 1d, where we write T and T for →T and →T .
The solution is x1 = {b,d, e} (states wherep always holds)
and x2 = {a,b,d, e} (states where the formula φ holds).
Example 3.5 (Łukasiewicz µ-terms). Systems of equa-
tions over the real interval [0, 1] have been considered
in [Mio and Simpson 2017] as a precursor to model-
checkingPCTLor probabilistic µ-calculi.More precisely, the
authors study a fixpoint extension of Łukasiewicz logic, re-
ferred to as Łukasiewicz µ-terms, whose syntax is as follows:
t ::= 1 | 0 | x | r · t | t ⊔ t | t ⊓ t | t ⊕ t | t ⊙ t | ηx .t
where x ∈ PVar is a variable (ranging over [0, 1]), r ∈ [0, 1]
and η ∈ {µ,ν }. The various syntactic operators have a se-
mantic counterpart. For all x ,y ∈ [0, 1]
0(x) = 0, 1(x) = 1 (constant)
r · x = rx (scalar multiplication)
x ⊔ y = max(x ,y) (weak disjunction)
x ⊓ y = min(x ,y) (weak conjunction)
x ⊕ y = min(x + y, 1) (strong disjunction)
x ⊙ y = max(x + y − 1, 0) (strong conjunction)
Then, each Łukasiewicz µ-term, in an environment ρ :
PVar → [0, 1], can be assigned a semantics which is a
4
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a
·
·
b
c
1
3
1
3
1
3
1
3
1
6
1
2
1
1
(a) A PNDT
φ
{
x1 =ν p ⊙ x1
x2 =µ x1 ⊕ ^x2
φ ′
{
x1 =ν p ⊙ x1
x2 =µ x1 ⊕ x2
(b) Formulas as systems
Figure 2
real number in [0, 1], denoted as ||t ||ρ . Exactly as for the µ-
calculus, a Łukasiewicz µ-term can be naturally seen as a
system of fixpoint equations over the lattice [0, 1]. For in-
stance, the term νx2. (µx1. (
5
8 ⊕
3
8x2) ⊙ (
1
2 ⊔ (
3
8 ⊕
1
2x1))) from
an example in [Mio and Simpson 2017], can be written as
the system:
x1 =µ (
5
8
⊕
3
8
x2) ⊙ (
1
2
⊔ (
3
8
⊕
1
2
x1))
x2 =ν x1
Example 3.6 (Łukasiewicz µ-calculus). The Łukasiewicz µ-
calculus, as defined in [Mio and Simpson 2017], extends the
Łukasiewicz µ-terms with propositions and modal opera-
tors. The syntax is as follows:
φ ::= p | p¯ | r · φ | φ ⊔ φ | φ ⊓ φ | φ ⊕ φ | φ ⊙ φ |
^φ | φ | ηx .t
where x ranges in a set PVar of propositional variables, p
ranges in a set Prop of propositional symbols, each paired
with an associated complement p¯, and η ∈ {µ,ν }.
The Łukasiewicz µ-calculus can be seen as a logic
for probabilistic transition systems. It extends the quan-
titative modal µ-calculus of [Huth and Kwiatkowska
1997; McIver and Morgan 2007] and it allows to encode
PCTL [Bianco and de Alfaro 1995]. For a finite set S, the
set of (discrete) probability distributions over S is defined
as D(S) = {d : S → [0, 1] |
∑
s ∈S d(s) = 1}. A formula is
interpreted over a probabilistic non-deterministic transition
system (PNDT) N = (S,→) where → ⊆ S × D(S) is the
transition relation. An example of PNDT can be found in
Fig. 2a. Imagine that the aim is to reach state b. State a has
two transitions. A “lucky” one where the probability to get
to b is 13 and an “unlucky” one where b is reached with
probability 16 . For both transitions, with probability
1
3 one
gets back to a and then, with the residual probability, one
moves to c . Once in states b or c , the system remains in the
same state with probability 1.
Given a formulaφ and an environment ρ : Prop∪PVar →
(S→ [0, 1])mapping each proposition or propositional vari-
able to a real-valued function over the states, the semantics
of φ is a function ||φ ||Nρ : S → [0, 1] defined as expected us-
ing the semantic operators. In addition to those already dis-
cussed, we have the semantic operators for the complement
and the modalities: for v : S→ [0, 1]
v¯(x) = 1 −v(x) N (v)(x) = max
x→d
∑
y∈S
d(y) v(y)
N (v)(x) = min
x→d
∑
y∈S
d(y) v(y)
As it happens for the propositional µ-calculus, also formu-
las of the Łukasiewicz µ-calculus can be seen as systems of
equations, but on a different complete lattice, i.e., [0, 1]S. For
instance, consider the formulas φ = µx2.(νx1.(p ⊙ x1) ⊕
^x2) and φ ′ = µx2.(νx1.(p ⊙ x1) ⊕ x2), rendered as (syn-
tactic) equations in Fig. 2b. Roughly speaking, they capture
the probability of eventually satisfying foreverp, with an an-
gelic scheduler and a daemonic one, choosing at each step
the best or worst transition, respectively. Assuming that p
holds with probability 1 on b and 0 on a and c , we have
||φ ||ρ (a) =
1
2 and ||φ
′ ||ρ (a) =
1
4 .
Example 3.7 ((bi)similarity over transition systems). For
defining (bi)similarity uniformly with the example on µ-
calculus, we work on unlabelled transition systems with
atoms T = (S,→,A) where A ⊆ 2S is a fixed set of atomic
properties over the states. Everything can be easily adapted
to labelled transition systems.
Given a transition system with atoms T = (S,→,A),
consider the lattice of relations on S, namely Rel(S) =
(2S×S, ⊆). We consider as basis the set of singletons, i.e.,
BL = {{(x ,y)} | x ,y ∈ S}. The similarity relation on T ,
denoted -T , is defined as the greatest fixpoint of the func-
tion simT : Rel(S) → Rel(S), defined by
simT (R) =
{
(x ,y) ∈ R | ∀a ∈ A. x ∈ a ⇒ y ∈ a
∀x → x ′. ∃y → y′. (x ′,y′) ∈ R
}
In other words it can be seen as the solution of a system
consisting of a single greatest fixpoint equation
x =ν simT (x).
For instance, consider the transition system T in Fig. 1a
and take p = {b,d, e} as the only atom. Then sim-
ilarity -T is the transitive and reflexive closure of
{(c,a), (a,b), (b,d), (d, e), (e,b)}.
Bisimilarity ∼T can be obtained analogously as the great-
est fixpoint of
bisT (R) = simT (R) ∩ simT (R
−1).
In the transition system T above, bisimilarity ∼T is the
equivalence such that b ∼T d ∼T e .
4 Approximation for Systems of Fixpoint
Equations
In this section we design a theory of approximation
for systems of fixpoint equations over complete lattices.
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The general setup is borrowed from abstract interpreta-
tion [Cousot and Cousot 1977, 1979a], where a concrete do-
main C and an abstract domain A are fixed. Semantic oper-
ators on the concrete domain C have a counterpart in the
abstract domain A, and suitable conditions can be imposed
on such operators to ensure that the least fixpoints of the ab-
stract operators (or of functions built out of such operators)
are sound and/or complete approximations of the fixpoints
of their concrete counterparts.
Similarly, here we will have a system of equations x =η
f C (x) defined over a concrete domain C and its abstract
counterpart x =η f
A(x) defined over an abstract domain
A, and we want to ensure that the solution of the latter pro-
vides an approximation of the solution of the former. The
presence of least and greatest fixpoints requires special care
in order to single out conditions working for both kinds of
fixpoints at the same time.
Let us first focus on the case of a single equation. Let
(C,⊑) and (A, ≤) be complete lattices and let f C : C → C
and f A : A → A be monotone functions. The fact that f A
is a sound (over)approximation of f C can be formulated in
terms of a concretisation function γ : A → C , that maps
each abstract element a ∈ A to a concrete element γ (a) ∈ C ,
for which, intuitively, a is an overapproximation. In the set-
ting of abstract interpretation, where the interest is for pro-
gram semantics, typically expressed in terms of least fix-
points, the desired soundness property is
µ f C ⊑ γ (µ f A)
A standard sufficient condition for soundness
(see [Cousot and Cousot 1977, 1979a; Miné 2017]) is
f C ◦ γ ⊑ γ ◦ f A (1)
The same condition ensures soundness also for greatest fix-
points, i.e., ν f C ⊑ γ (ν f A), provided that γ is co-continuous
and co-strict (see Lemma A.1(a) in the appendix).
For dealing with systems of equations, we rely on the
above results, carefully combining the conditions for least
and greatest fixpoints. We will allow a different concretisa-
tion function for each equation.
Theorem4.1 (sound concretisation for systems). Let (C,⊑)
and (A, ≤) be complete lattices, let EC of the kind x =η f
C (x)
and EA of the kind x =η f
A(x) be systems ofm equations over
C and A, with solutions sC ∈ Cm and sA ∈ Am , respectively.
Let γ be anm-tuple of monotone functions, with γi : A → C
for i ∈m. If γ satisfies
f C ◦ γ× ⊑ γ× ◦ f A (2)
with γi co-continuous and co-strict for each i ∈ m such that
ηi = ν , then s
C ⊑ γ×(sA).
The standard abstract interpretation framework
of [Cousot and Cousot 1979c] relies on Galois connec-
tions: concretisation functions γ are right adjoints, whose
left adjoint, the abstraction function α , intuitively maps
each concrete element in C to its “best” overapproximation
in A. When 〈α ,γ 〉 is a Galois connection, each component
determines the other. Moreover, α is automatically continu-
ous and strict, while γ is co-continuous and co-strict. This
leads to the following result, where, besides the soundness
conditions, we make also explicit the dual conditions that
we refer to as completeness conditions.
Theorem 4.2 (abstraction via Galois connections). Let
(C,⊑) and (A, ≤) be complete lattices, let EC of the kind
x =η f
C (x) and EA of the kind x =η f
A(x) be systems ofm
equations overC andA, with solutions sC ∈ Cm and sA ∈ Am ,
respectively. Let α and γ bem-tuples of monotone functions,
with 〈αi ,γi 〉 : C → A forming a Galois connection for each
i ∈m.
a) Soundness: Ifγ satisfies f C ◦γ× ⊑ γ× ◦ f A (2) or equiv-
alently α satisfies
α × ◦ f C ≤ f A ◦ α ×, (3)
then α ×(sC ) ≤ sA (equivalent to sC ≤ γ×(sA)).
b) Completeness (for abstraction): If α satisfies
f A ◦ α × ≤ α × ◦ f C (4)
with αi co-continuous and co-strict for each i ∈m such
that ηi = ν , then s
A ≤ α ×(sC ).
c) Completeness (for concretisation): If γ satisfies
γ× ◦ f A ⊑ f C ◦ γ× (5)
with γi continuous and strict for each i ∈ m such that
ηi = µ , then γ
×(sA) ⊑ sC .
Completeness for the abstraction, i.e., sA ≤ α ×(sC ), to-
gether with soundness, leads to α ×(sC ) = sA. This is a rare
but very pleasant situation in which the abstraction does
not lose any information as far as the abstract properties
are concerned.We remark that here the notion of “complete-
ness” slightly deviates from the standard abstract interpre-
tation terminology where soundness is normally indispens-
able, and thus complete abstractions in abstract interpreta-
tion (see, e.g., [Giacobazzi et al. 2000]) are, by default, also
sound.
Moreover, completeness for the concretisation is nor-
mally of no or limited interest in abstract interpretation. In
fact, alone, it states that the abstract solution is an underap-
proximation of the concrete one, while typically the interest
is for overapproximations. Togetherwith soundness, it leads
to sC = γ×(sA), a very strong property which is not mean-
ingful in program analysis. In our case, keeping the concepts
of soundness and completeness separated and considering
also completeness for the concretisation is helpful in some
cases, especially when dealing with up-to functions, which
are designed to provide underapproximations of fixpoints.
As in the standard abstract interpretation framework,
dealing with Galois connections, we can consider the best
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(smallest) sound abstraction of the concrete system in the
abstract domain.
Definition 4.3 (best abstraction). Let (C,⊑) and (A, ≤) be
complete lattices, let EC be a system ofm equations overC of
the kind x =η f (x). Let α and γ bem-tuples of monotone
functions, with 〈αi ,γi 〉 : C → A a Galois connection for
each i ∈ m. The best abstraction of EC is the system over A
defined by x =η f
#(x), where f # = α × ◦ f ◦γ×.
Standard arguments shows that f # is a sound abstraction
of f over A, and it is the smallest one.
Moreover, sound abstract operators can be obtained com-
positionally out of basic ones.Similarly, standard arguments
show that concretisations can be composed preserving
soundness (in particular, observe that the composition of
(co-)continuous and (co-)strict functions remain so).
Example 4.4 (abstraction for the µ-calculus). The pa-
per [Loiseaux et al. 1995] observes that (bi)simulations over
transition systems can be seen as Galois connections and in-
terpreted as abstractions. Then it characterises fragments of
the µ-calculus which are preserved and strongly preserved
by the abstraction. We next discuss how this can be derived
as an instance of our framework.
Let TC = (SC ,→C ) and TA = (SA,→A) be transition sys-
tems and let 〈α ,γ 〉 : 2SC → 2SA be a Galois connection. It
is a simulation, according to [Loiseaux et al. 1995], if it sat-
isfies the following condition:
α ◦ TC ◦ γ ⊆ TA (6)
In this case TA is called a 〈α ,γ 〉-abstraction of TC , writ-
ten TC ⊑〈α ,γ 〉 TA. This can be shown to be equivalent to
the ordinary notion of simulation between transition sys-
tems [Loiseaux et al. 1995, Propositions 9 and 10]. In partic-
ular, ifR ⊆ SC×SA is a simulation in the ordinary sense then
one can consider 〈R−1 ,R〉 : 2
SC → 2SA , where R−1 is the
function R−1 (X ) = {y ∈ SA | ∃x ∈ X . (x ,y) ∈ R}. This is a
Galois connection inducing a simulation in the above sense,
i.e., R−1 ◦ TC ◦ R ⊆ TA .
WhenTC ⊑〈α ,γ 〉 TA, by [Loiseaux et al. 1995, Theorem 2],
one has that α “preserves” the µ^-calculus, i.e., the frag-
ment of the µ-calculus without  operators. More precisely,
for any formula φ of the µ^-calculus, we have α(||φ ||TCρ ) ⊆
||φ ||TAα◦ρ . This means that for each state sC ∈ SC , if sC satisfies
φ in the concrete system, then all the states in α({sC }) satisfy
φ in the abstract system, provided that each proposition p is
interpreted in Awith the abstraction of its interpretation in
C , i.e., by α(ρ(p)).
This can be obtained as an easy consequence of our Theo-
rem 4.2, where we use the same function α as an abstraction
for all equations. Condition (6) above can be rewritten as
α ◦ TC ⊆ TA ◦ α
which is the soundness condition (3) in Theorem A.4 for the
semantics of the diamond operator. For the other operators
the soundness condition is trivially shown to hold. In fact,
• for t and f we have α(∅) = ∅ and α(SC ) ⊆ SA;
• for ∧ and ∨ we have α(X ∪ Y ) = α(X ) ∪ α(Y ) and
α(X ∩Y ) ⊆ α(X ) ∩ α(Y );
• a proposition p represents the constant function ρ(p)
in TC and α(ρ(p)) in TA.
In order to extend the logic by including negation on
propositions, in [Loiseaux et al. 1995], an additional condi-
tion is required, called consistency of the abstraction with
respect to the interpretation: for all p, it has to be α(ρ(p)) ∩
α(ρ(p)) = ∅. This is easily seen to be equivalent to α(ρ(p)) ⊆
α(ρ(p)) which is exactly the soundness condition (3) for
negated propositions.
Note that our framework naturally suggests generalisa-
tions of the results in [Loiseaux et al. 1995]. For instance, we
could work with an abstraction function not being part of a
connection, thus going beyond ordinary simulations. In fact,
exploiting the dual of Theorem 4.1, one can see that conti-
nuity and strictness of α are sufficient to retain the results.
Example 4.5 (abstraction for Łukasiewicz µ-terms). For
Łukasiewicz µ-terms, as introduced in Example 3.5, leading
to systems of fixpoint equations over the reals, we can con-
sider as an abstraction a form of discretisation: for some
fixed n define the abstract domain [0, 1]/n = {0} ∪ {k/n |
k ∈ n} and the insertion 〈αn ,γn〉 : [0, 1] → [0, 1]/n
with αn defined by αn(x) = ⌈n ∗ x⌉/n and γn the inclusion.
We can consider for all operators op, their best abstraction
op# = αn ◦ op ◦ γn
×, thus getting a sound abstraction (see
Definition 4.3).
Note that for all semantic operators, op# is the restriction
of op to the abstract domain, with the exception of r ·# x =
αn(r · x) for x ∈ [0, 1]/n. Moreover, for x ,y ∈ [0, 1] we have
• αn(0(x)) = 0
#(αn(x)), αn(1(x)) = 1#(αn(x));
• αn(r · x) ≤ r ·
# αn(x);
• αn(x ⊔y) = αn(x)⊔
#αn(y), αn(x ⊓y) = αn(x)⊓#αn(y);
• αn(x ⊕y) ≤ αn(x)⊕
#αn(y), αn(x ⊙y) ≤ αn(x)⊙#αn(y)
since αn(x + y) ≤ αn(x) + αn(y)
i.e., the abstraction is complete for 0, 1, ⊔, ⊓, while it is just
sound for the remaining operators.
For instance, the system in Example 3.5 can be shown to
have solution x1 = x2 = 0.2. With abstraction α10 we get
x1 = x2 = 0.8, with a more precise abstraction α100 we get
x1 = x2 = 0.22 and with α1000 we get x1 = x2 = 0.201.
Example 4.6 (abstraction for Łukasiewicz µ-calculus). Al-
though space limitations prevent a detailed discussion, ob-
serve that when dealing with Łukasiewicz µ-calculus over
some probabilistic transition system N = (S,→), we can lift
the Galois insertion above to [0, 1]S. Define α→n : [0, 1]
S →
[0, 1]S
/n
by letting, α→n (v) = αn ◦ v for v ∈ [0, 1]
S. Then
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〈α→n ,γ
→
n 〉 : [0, 1]
S → [0, 1]S
/n
, where γ→n is the inclusion, is a
Galois insertion and, as in the previous case, we can consider
the best abstraction for the operators of the Łukasiewicz µ-
calculus (see Definition 4.3).
For instance, consider the system for φ ′ in Example 3.6.
Recall that the exact solution is x2(a) = 0.25. With abstrac-
tion α10 we get x2(a) = 0.3, with α15 we get x2(a) = 0.26¯.
5 Up-to Techniques
Up-to techniques have been shown effective in easing the
proof of properties of greatest fixpoints. Originally pro-
posed for coinductive behavioural equivalences [Milner
1989; Sangiorgi and Milner 1992], they have been later stud-
ied in the setting of complete lattices [Pous 2007, 2016].
Some recent work [Bonchi et al. 2018a] started the explo-
ration of the relation between up-to techniques and abstract
interpretation. Roughly, they work in a setting where the se-
mantic functions of interest f ∗ : L → L admits a left adjoint
f∗ : L → L, the intuition being that f ∗ and f∗ are pred-
icate transformers mapping a condition into, respectively,
its strongest postcondition and weakest precondition. Then
complete abstractions for f ∗ and sound up-to functions for
f∗ are shown to coincide. This result has a natural interpreta-
tion in our game theoretic framework, that will be discussed
in §6.2.
Here we take another view. Wework with general seman-
tic functions and, in §5.1, we first argue that up-to tech-
niques can be naturally interpreted as abstractions where
the concretisation is complete (and sound, if the up-to func-
tion is a closure). Then, in §5.2 we can smoothly extend up-
to techniques from a single fixpoint to systems of fixpoint
equations.
5.1 Up-To Techniques as Abstractions
The general idea of up-to techniques is as follows. Given a
monotone function f : L → L one is interested in the great-
est fixpoint ν f . In general, the aim is to establish whether
some given element of the lattice l ∈ L is under the fix-
point, i.e., if l ⊑ ν f . In turn, since by Tarski’s Theorem,
ν f =
⊔
{x | x ⊑ f (x)}, this amounts to proving that l is
under some post-fixpoint l ′, i.e., l ⊑ l ′ ⊑ f (l ′). For instance,
consider the function bisT : Rel(S) → Rel(S) for bisimilar-
ity on a transition systemT in Example 3.7. Given two states
s1, s2 ∈ S, proving {(s1, s2)} ⊆ νbisT , i.e., showing the two
states bisimilar, amounts to finding a post-fixpoint, i.e., a re-
lation R such that R ⊆ bisT (R) (namely, a bisimulation) such
that {(s1, s2)} ⊆ R.
Definition 5.1 (up-to function). Let L be a complete lattice
and let f : L → L be a monotone function. A sound up-to
function for f is any monotone function u : L → L such
that ν (f ◦ u) ⊑ ν f . It is called complete if also the converse
inequality ν f ⊑ ν (f ◦ u) holds.
When u is sound, if l is a post-fixpoint of f ◦ u, i.e., l ⊑
f (u(l)) we have l ⊑ ν (f ◦ u) ⊑ ν f . The idea is that the
characteristics of u should make it easier to prove that l is
a postfix-point of f ◦ u than proving that it is one for f .
This is clearly the case, for instance, when u is extensive.
In fact by extensiveness of u and monotonicity of f we get
f (l) ⊑ f (u(l)), in a way that obtaining l ⊑ f (u(l)) is “easier”
than obtaining l ⊑ f (l). Observe that extensiveness also
implies “completeness” of the up-to function: since f ⊑ f ◦u
clearly ν f ⊑ ν (f ◦ u). We remark that for up-to functions,
since the interest is for underapproximating fixpoints, the
terms soundness and completeness are somehow reversed
with respect to their meaning in abstract interpretation.
A sufficient condition, commonly used for ensuring
soundness of up-to functions is compatibility [Pous 2007].
Definition 5.2 (compatibility). Let L be a complete lattice
and let f : L → L be a monotone function. A monotone
function u : L → L is f -compatible if
u ◦ f ⊑ f ◦u (7)
When u is f -compatible, and, as it commonly happens in
most applications, it is a closure (i.e., extensive and idempo-
tent) there is a natural interpretation of the up-to technique
in terms of abstractions. In fact, since u is a closure, u(L) is
a complete lattice that can be seen as an abstract domain
in a way that 〈u, i〉 : L → u(L), with i being the inclusion,
is a Galois insertion. Moreover f |u(L) can be easily shown
to provide an abstraction of both f and f ◦u over L, sound
and complete with respect to the inclusion i , seen as the con-
cretisation. To the best of our knowledge, this view of up-to
techniques as special abstractions is an original observation.
The formal details are given in the result below. Since we
later aim to apply up-to techniques in the setting of systems
of equations, we deal with not only greatest but also least
fixpoints.
Lemma 5.3 (compatible up-to functions as sound and com-
plete abstractions). Let f : L → L be a monotone function
and let u : L → L be an f -compatible closure. Consider the
Galois insertion 〈u, i〉 : L → u(L) where i : u(L) → L is the
inclusion. Then
a) f restricts to u(L), i.e., f |u(L) : u(L) → u(L);
b) f |u(L) is a sound and complete abstraction of both f and
f ◦u. Therefore ν f = i(ν f |u(L)) = ν (f ◦u). Moreover, ifu
is continuous and strict then µ f = i(µ f |u(L)) = µ(f ◦u).
L u(L)
f
f ◦u
u
i
f |u (L)
Whenever the up-to function is just f -compatible (hence
sound), but possibly not a closure, we can canonically turn
it into an f -compatible closure (hence sound and complete),
by taking the least closure above u. This has been consid-
ered already in [Cousot and Cousot 1979b], with a slightly
different construction.
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Definition 5.4 (least upper closure). Let L be a complete
lattice and let u : L → L be a monotone function. We let
u¯ : L → L be the function defined by u¯(x) = µ(uˆx ) where
uˆx (y) = u(y) ⊔ x .
Lemma 5.5 (properties of u¯). Let u : L → L be a monotone
function. Then
a) u¯ is the least closure larger than u;
b) if u is f -compatible then u¯ is;
c) if u is continuous and strict then u¯ is.
Using Lemmas 5.3 and 5.5, wheneveru is a compatible up-
to function for f , we have that u¯ is a sound and complete up-
to function for f . The soundness of u immediately follows.
Corollary 5.6 (soundness of compatible up-to functions).
Let f : L → L be a monotone function and let u : L → L be
an f -compatible up-to function. Then ν (f ◦u) ⊑ ν (f ◦u¯) = ν f .
If u is continuous and strict, then µ(f ◦ u) ⊑ µ(f ◦ u¯) = µ f .
In [Pous 2007] the proof of soundness of a compatible up-
to technique u relies on the definition of a function uω de-
fined as uω (x) =
⊔
{un(x) | n ∈ N}, where un(x) is defined
inductively as u0(x) = x and un+1(x) = u(un(x)). The func-
tion uω is extensive but not idempotent in general, and it
can be easily seen thatuω ⊑ u¯ . The paper [Pous 2016] shows
that for any monotone function one can consider the largest
compatible up-to function, the so-called companion, which
is extensive and idempotent. The companion could be used
in place of u¯ for part of the theory. However, we find it con-
venient to work with u¯ since, despite not discussed in the
present paper, it plays a key role for the integration of up-
to techniques into the verification algorithms. Furthermore
the companion is usually hard to determine.
5.2 Up-to techniques for systems of equations
Exploiting the fact that up-to functions can be viewed as
abstractions, moving to systems of equations is almost im-
mediate. As in the case of abstractions, we allow to have a
different up-to function for each equation of the system.
Definition 5.7 (compatible up-to for systems of equations).
Let (L,⊑) be a complete lattice and let E be x =η f (x), a
system of m equations over L. A compatible tuple of up-to
functions for E is anm-tuple of monotone functions u, with
ui : L → L, satisfying compatibility:
u× ◦ f ⊑ f ◦u× (8)
withui continuous and strict for each i ∈m such that ηi = µ .
We can then generalise Corollary 5.6 to systems of equa-
tions. Below, given anm-tupleu of functions ui : L → L for
i ∈m, we write u¯ for them-tuple (u¯1, . . . , u¯m).
Theorem 5.8 (up-to for systems). Let (L,⊑) be a complete
lattice and let E be x =η f (x), a system ofm equations over
L, with solution s ∈ Lm . Let u be a compatible tuple of up-to
functions for E. Let s ′ and s¯ be the solutions of the systems Eu
with equations x =η f (u
×(x)) and Eu¯ with equations x =η
f (u¯×(x)), respectively. Then s ′ ⊑ s¯ = s. If additionally u is
extensive then s ′ = s.
We will now state a corollary of this theorem that paves
the way to using up-to techniques in algorithms (cf. §6.2).
Corollary 5.9. Let E be x =η f (x), a system ofm equations
over a complete lattice L and let u be a compatible tuple of
extensive up-to functions for E.
For allb ∈ BL , ifb ⊑ ui (
⊔
B′) forB′ ⊆ BL where allb
′ ∈ B′
satisfy b ′ ⊑ soli (E) then b ⊑ soli (E).
Example 5.10 (µ-calculus up-to (bi)similarity). Consider
the problem of model-checking the µ-calculus over some
transition system with atoms T = (S,→,A).
Assuming that we have some a priori knowledge about
the similarity relation - over (some of) the states inT , then,
restricting to a suitable fragment of the µ-calculus we can
avoid checking the same formula on similar states. This in-
tuition can be captured in the form of an up-to technique,
that we refer to as up-to similarity, based on an up-to func-
tion u- : 2S → 2S defined, for X ∈ 2S, by
u-(X ) = {s ∈ S | ∃s
′ ∈ X . s ′ - s}.
It can be easily seen that u- is monotone, extensive, and
idempotent. It is also clearly continuous and strict.
We observe that u- is a compatible (and thus sound) up-
to function for the µ^-calculus where propositional vari-
ables are interpreted as atoms. In fact, - is a simulation (the
largest one) and the function u- is the associated abstrac-
tion as defined in Example 4.4, namely u- = %. Therefore,
compatibility u- ◦ f ⊑ f ◦ u- corresponds to condition (6)
in Example 4.4 which has been already observed to coincide
with soundness in the sense of Theorem 4.2 for the opera-
tors of the µ^-calculus. Concerning propositional variables,
in Example 4.4, they were interpreted, in the target transi-
tion system, by the abstraction of the interpretation in the
source transition system. Since here we have a single tran-
sition system and a single interpretation ρ : Prop → 2S, we
must have ρ(p) = u-(ρ(p)), i.e., ρ(p) upward-closed with re-
spect to -. This automatically holds by the fact that - is a
simulation.
Similarly, we can define up-to bisimilarity. In this case the
up-to function is:
u∼(X ) = {s ∈ S | ∃s
′ ∈ X . s ∼ s ′}.
Reasoning as above, one can see that compatibility u∼ ◦ f ⊑
f ◦ u∼ holds for the full µ-calculus with propositional vari-
ables interpreted as atoms. For instance, consider the for-
mula φ in Example 3.4 and the transition system in Fig. 1a.
Using the up-to function u∼ corresponds to working in the
bisimilarity quotient Fig. 1b. Note, however, that when us-
ing a local algorithm (see §6.2) the quotient does not need
to be actually computed. Rather, only the bisimilarity over
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the states explored by the searching procedure is possibly
exploited.
Example 5.11 (bisimilarity up-to transitivity). Consider
the problem of checking bisimilarity on a transition sys-
tem T = 〈S,→〉. A number of well-known sound
up-to techniqueshave been introduced in the literature
[Pous and Sangiorgi 2011]. As a simple example, we con-
sider the up-to function utr : Rel(S) → Rel(S) performing a
single step of transitive closure. It is defined as:
utr (R) = R ◦ R = {(x ,y) | ∃ z ∈ S. (x , z) ∈ R ∧ (z,y) ∈ R}.
It is easy to see that utr is monotone and compatible with
respect to the function bisT : Rel(S) → Rel(S) of which
bisimilarity is the greatest fixpoint (see Example 3.7).
Note thatutr is neither idempotent nor extensive. The cor-
responding closure u¯tr is the function mapping a relation
to its (full) transitive closure (which is known to be itself a
sound up-to technique, a fact that we can also derive from
the compatibility of utr and Corollary 5.6).
6 Solving systems of equations via games
In this section, we first provide a characterisation of the so-
lution of a system of fixpoint equations over a complete lat-
tice in terms of a parity game. This is a variation of a result
in [Baldan et al. 2019]. While the original result was limited
to continuous lattices, here, exploiting the results on abstrac-
tion in §4, we devise a game working for any complete lat-
tice.
The game characterisation opens the way to the develop-
ment of algorithms for solving the game and thus the as-
sociated verification problem. A proper treatment of these
aspects is beyond the scope of the present paper. Here, in
§6.2, we hint at the algorithmic potentials focusing on the
case of a single equation.
6.1 Game characterization
We show that the solution of a system of equations over a
complete lattice can be characterised using a parity game.
Definition 6.1 (fixpoint game). Let L be a complete lattice
and let BL be a basis for L. Given a system E ofm equations
over L of the kind x =η f (x), the corresponding powerset
game is a parity game, with an existential player ∃ and a
universal player ∀, defined as follows:
• The positions of ∃ are pairs (b, i) where b ∈ BL , i ∈
m. Those of ∀ are tuples of subsets of the basis X =
(X1, . . . ,Xm) ∈ (2
BL )m .
• From position (b, i) the possible moves of ∃ are
E(b, i) = {X | X ∈ (2BL )m ∧ b ⊑ fi (
⊔
X )}.
• From positionX ∈ (2BL )m the possible moves of ∀ are
A(X ) = {(b, i) | i ∈m ∧ b ∈ Xi }.
The game is schematised in Table 1. For a finite play, the
winner is the player who moved last. For an infinite play,
Position Player Moves
(b, i) ∃ X s.t. b ⊑ fi (
⊔
X )
X ∀ (b ′, j) s.t. b ′ ∈ X j
Table 1. The fixpoint game on the powerset of the basis
let h be the highest index that occurs infinitely often in a
pair (b, i). If ηh = ν then ∃ wins, else ∀ wins.
If we instantiate the game to the setting of standard µ-
calculusmodel-checking,we obtain an alternative encoding
of µ-calculus into parity games, typically resulting in more
compact games.
Example 6.2. We provide a simple example illustrating the
game. Consider the infinite lattice L = N∪{ω,ω+1} (where
n ≤ ω ≤ ω + 1 for every n ∈ N) with basis BL = L. Further-
more let f : L → L be amonotone function with f (n) = n+1
for n ∈ N and f (ω) = ω, f (ω + 1) = ω + 1. Hence µ f = ω.
We set b = ω and attempt to show via the game that
b ≤ µ f , by exhibiting a winning strategy for ∃. Note that
since we are dealing with a µ-equation, in order to win ∃
must ensure that ∀ eventually has no moves left. Since there
is only one fixpoint equation, we omit the indices. Starting
with b = ω, ∃ plays X = N, which is a valid move since
ω ≤ f (
⊔
X ) = f (ω). Now ∀ has to pick some n ∈ X . In
the next move, ∃ can play X = {n − 1}, which means that
∀ picks n − 1. Hence we obtain a descending chain, leading
to 1, which can be covered by ∃ by choosing X = ∅, since
1 ≤ f (
⊔
∅) = f (0). Now ∀ has no moves left and ∃ wins.
Instead for b = ω + 1 6≤ µ f , ∃ has no winning strat-
egy since she has to play a set X that contains ω + 1. Then
player ∀ can reply by choosing ω + 1 and the game will con-
tinue forever. This is won by ∀ since we are dealing with a
µ-equation.
Interestingly, the correctness and completeness of the
game can be proved by exploiting the results in §4. The cru-
cial observation is that there is a Galois insertion between
L and the powerset lattice of its basis (which is algebraic
hence continuous) 〈α ,γ 〉 : 2BL → L where abstraction α is
the join α(X ) =
⊔
X and concretisation γ takes the lower
cone γ (l) = ↓l ∩BL . Then a system of equations over a com-
plete lattice L can be “transferred” to a system of equations
over the powerset of the basis 2BL along such insertion, in
a way that the system in L can be seen as a sound and com-
plete abstraction of the one in 2BL .
Theorem 6.3 (correctness and completeness). Let E be a
system of m equations over a complete lattice L of the kind
x =η f (x) with solution s. For all b ∈ BL and i ∈m,
b ⊑ si iff ∃ has a winning strategy from position (b, i).
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6.2 An Algorithmic View
The game theoretical characterisation can be the basis
for the development of algorithms, possibly integrating
abstraction and up-to techniques, for solving the game,
i.e., for determining winning and losing positions for the
players, which in turn corresponds to solving the associ-
ated verification problem. Here we consider on-the-fly al-
gorithms for the case of a single equation, establishing a
link with some recent work relating abstract interpretation
and up-to techniques [Bonchi et al. 2018a] and exploiting
up-to techniques for computing language equivalence on
NFAs [Bonchi and Pous 2013].
An algorithm for the unrestricted case based on
[Stevens and Stirling 1998] can also be given, but is consid-
erably more difficult. Hence we postpone it to § 7 and we
will first focus on the special case of a single (greatest) fix-
point equation x =ν f (x).
6.2.1 Selections
For a practical use of the game it can be useful to observe
that the set of moves of the existential player can be suitably
restricted without affecting the completeness of the game,
by introducing a notion of selection, similarly to what is
done in [Baldan et al. 2019].
Given a lattice L define a preorder ⊑H on 2BL by letting,
for X ,Y ∈ 2BL , X ⊑H Y if
⊔
X ⊑
⊔
Y . (The subscript
H comes from the fact that for completely distributive lat-
tices, if BL is the set of irreducible elements, ⊑H can be seen
to coincide with the “Hoare preorder” [Abramsky and Jung
1994], requiring that for all x ∈ X there exists y ∈ Y such
that x ⊑ y). Observe that ⊑H is not antisymmetric. We
write ≡H for the corresponding equivalence, i.e., X ≡H Y
when X ⊑H Y ⊑H X . When X ⊆ L is finite, the subset
X ′ ⊆ X of its maximal elements is clearly equivalent to X ,
i.e., X ′ ≡H X .
The moves of player ∃ can be ordered by the pointwise
extension of ⊑H , thus leading to the following definition.
Since we deal with a single equation, we will omit the in-
dices from the positions of player ∃ and write b instead of
(b, 1).
Definition 6.4 (selection). Given an equation x =ν f (x)
over a complete lattice L, a selection is a function σ : BL →
2
BL such that for all positions b ∈ BL it holds that ↑H σ (b) =
E(b), where ↑H is the upward-closure with respect to ⊑H .
For the case of a single fixpoint equation it is easy to see
that Theorem 6.3 continues to hold if we restrict the moves
of player ∃ to those prescribed by a selection, i.e., the restric-
tion of the moves of ∃ does not reduce her power.
Theorem 6.5 (game with selections). Let x =ν f (x) be
an equation over a complete lattice L with solution s . For all
b ∈ BL , it holds that b ⊑ s iff ∃ has a winning strategy from
position b in the game restricted to selections.
In practice, it can be convenient to consider selections
that are minimal with respect to some criterion.
6.2.2 On-the-fly algorithm for a special case
We will now assume that f : L → L preserves non-empty
meets, i.e., for X , ∅, f (
intersectionsqtext
X ) =
intersectionsqtext
f (X ). Observe that this
is equivalent to asking f (x) = f ∗(x) ⊓c for some c ∈ L (just
take c = f (⊤)), with f ∗ being a right adjoint of a map f∗,
a setting that has been studied also in [Bonchi et al. 2018a].
Note that the adjunction 〈f∗, f ∗〉 is completely orthogonal
to the adjunctions studied so far.
In this case, there is a selection function defined, for all
b ∈ BL , by
σ (b) =
{
{X } with X ≡H ↓ f∗(b) ∩BL when b ⊑ c
∅ otherwise
In order to see that this is a selection, note that, if b ⊑ c
then given X ⊆ BL it holds that X ∈ E(b), i.e., b ⊑ f (
⊔
X ) =
f ∗(
⊔
X ) ⊓ c , iff b ⊑ f ∗(
⊔
X ) iff f∗(b) ⊑
⊔
X , where the
last step is motivated by adjointness. This means that either
the existential player is stuck or she has a best move. As
a consequence, the game introduced in §6.1 can be greatly
simplified. We distinguish two cases, depending on whether
the basis BL contains all (non bottom) elements or is generic.
Case 1: The basis contains all elements. Assume that
BL = L r {⊥}. Then we can restrict to a completely deter-
ministic game for both the existential and universal player.
Let b ∈ BL . The game for checking b ⊑ ν f , can be de-
scribed as follows. Start from b0 = b and at each position bi
of the existential player:
a) if bi @ c then σ (bi ) = ∅ and ∃ loses;
b) otherwise, ∃ has to play σ (bi ) = {Xi } with Xi ≡H
↓ f∗(bi ) ∩BL ,
i) if f∗(bi ) = ⊥ then take Xi = ∅; hence ∃ wins since
∀ has no moves;
ii) if instead, f∗(bi ) , ⊥ we can take Xi = { f∗(bi )} ≡H
↓ f∗(bi ) ∩BL and thus player ∀ can only play bi+1 =
f∗(bi ) and the game continues.
If the game continues indefinitely, player ∃ wins.
The game can be further simplified by observing that the
following winning condition for player ∃ is sound:
whenever, for some i , it holds bi ⊑
⊔
j<i bj , then ∃ wins.
In fact, if bi = ⊥ then player ∃ indeed wins. Otherwise,
if bi , ⊥, first note that bi ⊑ c . In fact, since the game
did not finish yet, we have bj ⊑ c for all j < i and thus
bi ⊑
⊔
j<i bj ⊑ c . Moreover, at the next step, we will have
bi+1 = f∗(bi ) ⊑ f∗(
⊔
j<i bj ) =
⊔
j<i f∗(bj ) =
⊔
j<i bj+1 ⊑ c .
An inductive argument thus shows that by iterating f∗ we
will never go beyond c , hence player ∃ cannot lose.
Hence, the game in this special case can be formulated as
in Fig. 3. Its correctness follows directly from the arguments
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Checking b ⊑ ν f = ν (f ∗ ⊓ c) [basis BL = L r {⊥}]
Start with b0 = b and
• if bi @ c then ∃ loses
• else, if bi ⊑
⊔
j<i bj then ∃ wins
• else continue with bi+1 = f∗(bi )
If the game continues forever, ∃ wins.
Figure 3. The simplified game for a single equation with
adjoint semantic function, when BL = L r {⊥}.
above and the fact that a play in the simplified game corre-
sponds exactly to the one in the fixpoint gamewhere moves
of player ∃ are restricted using the selection obtained via f∗.
Theorem 6.6 (Case 1: correctness and completeness). Let
f be a monotone function over a complete lattice L, with basis
BL = L r {⊥}, such that f preserves non-empty meets. Given
the Galois connection 〈f∗, f
∗〉 : L → L such that f (x) =
f ∗(x) ⊓ f (⊤), then, for all b ∈ BL , b ⊑ ν f iff ∃ wins the game
of Case 1 from position b.
Observe that, since f∗ is a left adjoint and thus continu-
ous, we have that
⊔
i ∈N bi =
⊔
i f
i
∗ (b) is the least fixpoint of
f∗ above b, which in turn coincides with the least fixpoint
of f ∗ ⊔ b. This establishes a direct link with [Bonchi et al.
2018a] which shows that for b ∈ L it holds that µ(f ∗⊔b) ⊑ c
iff b ⊑ ν (f ∗ ⊓ c) = ν f .
Furthermore, we can bring up-to techniques into the pic-
ture: given an up-to function uwe can modify the algorithm
in Fig. 3 by replacing the winning condition for ∃, that is,
bi ⊑
⊔
j<i bj , by bi ⊑ u(
⊔
j<i bj ). The algorithm remains
clearly complete and it is also correct due to Corollary 5.9.
Case 2: General basis. Assume now that we take any basis
BL such that⊥ < BL . Considerations similar to Case 1 apply,
but now the move of player ∃ prescribed by the selection
σ (b) = {X } with X ≡H ↓ f∗(b) ∩BL is typically not a sin-
gleton, which means that moves of player ∀ are no longer
deterministic and the game has a tree structure. The cor-
responding algorithmic view is outlined in Fig. 4, whereW
represents the set of positions assumed winning for ∃. As in
the previous case, a canonical choice for X , including only
maximal elements will be possible (at least in finite lattices).
Player ∃ loses at a position b ′ if b ′ @ c , on the other hand, a
position b ′ is considered winning for ∃ if it is dominated by
the join of other visited positions in the tree.
Theorem 6.7 (Case 2: correctness and completeness). Let
f be a monotone function over a complete lattice L, with basis
BL ⊆ L r {⊥}, such that f preserves non-empty meets. Given
the Galois connection 〈f∗, f
∗〉 : L → L such that f (x) =
f ∗(x) ⊓ f (⊤), then, for all b ∈ BL , b ⊑ ν f iff ∃ wins the game
of Case 2 from position b.
Checking b ⊑ ν f = ν (f ∗ ⊓ c) [generic BL ⊆ L r {⊥}]
SetW = ∅ and explore b .
Explore b ′:
• if b ′ @ c then ∃ loses
• else, if b ′ ⊑
⊔
W then stop exploring this branch
• else setW ←W ∪ {b ′}, choose X ⊆ BL such that
X ≡H ↓ f∗(b
′) ∩BL and explore each b
′′ ∈ X .
If no losing position for ∃ is encountered during the ex-
ploration, then ∃ wins.
Figure 4. The simplified game for a single equation with
adjoint semantic function, with a general basis.
Up-to techniques can be integrated as in Case 1, exploit-
ing Corollary 5.9, by replacing the stop condition b ′ ⊑⊔
W by b ′ ⊑ u(
⊔
W ) (for an up-to function u). This al-
lows us to cover the algorithm in [Bonchi and Pous 2013]
which checks language equivalence for non-deterministic
automata. It performs on-the-fly determinization and con-
structs a bisimulation up-to congruence on the deter-
minized automaton. A more detailed comparison can be
found in Appendix E.
7 On-the-fly algorithm for solving the
game in the general case
We now describe the on-the-fly algorithm for the general
case, which gives us a local algorithm for determining
whether a lattice element is below the solution, extending
the specialized algorithm in the previous section. For in-
stance, in the case of the µ-calculus, rather than computing
the set of states enjoying some formula φ, one could be in-
terested in checking whether a specific state enjoys or not
φ. For probabilistic logics, rather than determining the full
evaluation of φ, we could be interested in determining the
value for a specific state or only in establishing a bound for
such a value. Similarly, in the case of behavioural equiva-
lences, rather than computing the full behavioural relation,
one could be interested in determining whether two specific
states are equivalent.
In this section we devise an on-the-fly algorithm for
solving these kind of local problems. The idea consists in
computing only the information needed for the local prob-
lem of interest, in the line of other local algorithms devel-
oped for bisimilarity [Hirschkoff 1999] and for µ-calculus
model checking [Stevens and Stirling 1998]. In particular,
our algorithm arises as a natural generalisation of the one
in [Stevens and Stirling 1998] to the setting of fixpoint
games (see Definition 6.1).
We fix some notation and conventions which will be use-
ful for describing the algorithm.
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Notation For the rest of the section, L denotes a complete
lattice, with a basis BL , and E is a system ofm fixpoint equa-
tions over L of the kind x =η f (x), with solution s ∈ Lm .
A generic player, that can be either ∃ or ∀, is usually rep-
resented by the upper case letter P . The opponent of player
P is denoted by P . The set of all positions of the game is de-
noted by Pos = Pos∃ ∪ Pos∀, where Pos∃ = BL ×m, ranged
over by (b, i) is the set of positions controlled by ∃, and
Pos∀ = (2
BL )m , ranged over by X is the set of positions con-
trolled by ∀. A generic position is usually denoted by the
upper case letterC and we write P(C) for the player control-
ling the position C .
Given a position C ∈ Pos, the possible moves for player
P(C) are indicated by M(C) ⊆ Pos. In particular, if C ∈ Pos∃
then M(C) ⊆ Pos∀, otherwise M(C) ⊆ Pos∃. A function i :
Pos → (m ∪ {0}) maps every position to a priority, which,
for positions (b, i) of player ∃ is the index i , while it is 0 for
positions of ∀. With this notation, the winning condition
can be expressed as follows:
• Every finite play is won by the player who moved last.
• Every infinite play, seen as a sequence of positions
(C1,C2, . . .), is won by player ∃ (resp. ∀) if there exists
a priority h ∈ m s.t. ηh = ν (resp. µ), the set {j |
i(Cj ) = h} is infinite and the set {j | i(Cj ) > h} is
finite.
7.1 The algorithm
Given an element of the basis b ∈ BL and some index i ∈m,
the algorithm checks whether b is below the solution of the
i-th fixpoint equation of the system, i.e., b ⊑ si . According
to Theorem 6.3, this corresponds to establish which of the
players has a winning strategy in the fixpoint game start-
ing from the position (b, i). The procedure roughly consists
in a depth-first exploration of the tree of plays arising as
unfolding of the game graph starting from the initial posi-
tion (b, i). The algorithm optimises the search by making
assumptions on particular subtrees, which are thus pruned.
Assumptions can be later confirmed or invalidated, and thus
withdrawn. The algorithm is split into three different func-
tions (see Fig. 5).
• Function Explore explores the tree of plays of the
game, trying different moves from each node in order
to determine the player who has a winning strategy
from such node.
• Function Backtrack allows to backtrack from a node
after the algorithm has established who was the win-
ner from it, transmitting the information backwards.
• Sometimes the algorithm makes erroneous assump-
tions when pruning the search in some position, this
leads it to incorrectly designate a player as the winner
from that position. However, the algorithm is able to
detect this fact and correct its decisions. The correc-
tion is performed by the function Forget.
The algorithm uses the following data structures:
• The counter k , i.e., an m-tuple of natural numbers,
which associates each non-zero priority with the num-
ber of times the priority has been encountered in the
play since an higher priority was last encountered
(the current positions is not included). After anymove,
the counter is updated taking into account the pri-
ority of the current position. More precisely, the up-
date of a counter k when moving from a position
with priority i , denoted next(k, i), is defined as fol-
lows: next(k, i)j = 0 for all j < i , next(k, i)i = ki + 1,
and next(k, i)j = kj for all j > i . Note that, in partic-
ular, next(k, 0) = k , i.e., moves from a position with
priority 0, which are the moves of ∀, do not change k .
We also define two total orders <∃ and <∀ on coun-
ters, that intuitively measure how good the current
advancement of the game is for the two players. We
let k <∃ k
′ when the largest i s.t. ki , k ′i is the index
of a greatest fixpoint equation and ki < k ′i , or it is the
index of a least fixpoint and ki > k ′i . The other order
<∀ is the reverse of <∃, that is k <∀ k
′ iff k ′ <∃ k .
For each player P , we write k ≤P k
′ for k <P k
′ or
k = k ′.
• The playlist ρ, i.e., a list of the positions encountered
from the root to the current node (empty if the cur-
rent node is the root), each with the corresponding
counter k and the indication of the alternative moves
which have not been explored (exploration is per-
formed depth-first). Thus, ρ is a list of triples (C,k, π ),
where C is a position, k is a counter and π ⊆ Pos is
the set of the unexplored moves from that position.
• The assumptions for players ∃ and ∀, i.e., a pair of sets
Γ = (Γ∃, Γ∀). A position C is assumed to be winning
for some player when it is encountered for the sec-
ond time in the current playlist ρ. This reveals the
presence of a loop in the game graph which can be
unfolded into an infinite play. Position C is assumed
to be winning for the player who would win such an
infinite play. In detail, if k is the current counter and
k ′ is the counter of the previous occurrence ofC , then
the winner P is the player such that k ′ <P k . In fact,
this ensures that the highest priority in the loop is the
index of a least fixpoint if P = ∀ and of a greatest fix-
point if P = ∃. The assumption is stored with the cor-
responding counter, i.e., ΓP contains pairs of the kind
(C,k). Since other possible paths branching from the
loop are possibly unexplored, assumptions can still be
falsified afterwards.
• The decisions for player ∃ and ∀, i.e., a pair of sets
∆ = (∆∃,∆∀). Intuitively, a decision for a player P is a
positionC of the game such that we established that P
has a winning strategy fromC . The decision is stored
with the corresponding counter, i.e., ∆P contains pairs
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of the kind (C,k). When a new decision is added, we
also record its justification, i.e., the assumptions and
decisions we relied on for deriving the new decision,
if any.
For checking whether b ⊑ si for b ∈ BL and i ∈m, we call
the function Explore((b, i), 0, [], (∅, ∅), (∅, ∅)),where 0 is the
everywhere-zero counter. This returns the (only) player P
having a winning strategy from position (b, i), and, by The-
orem 6.3, P = ∃ if and only if b ⊑ si .
Given the current position C , the corresponding counter
k , the playlist ρ describing the path that led to C , and the
sets of assumptions Γ and decisions ∆, function Explore(C ,
k , ρ, Γ, ∆) checks if one of the following three conditions
holds, each one corresponding to a different if branch.
• If M(C) = ∅, then the controller P(C) of position C
cannot move and its opponent P(C) wins. Therefore,
a new decision for the current position is added for the
opponent, and we backtrack. A decision of this kind,
with empty justification is called a truth.
• If there is already a decision for a player P for the cur-
rent position C , that is, (C,k ′) ∈ ∆P and k
′ ≤P k ,
then we can reuse that information to assert that P
would win from the current position as well. The re-
quirementk ′ ≤P k intuitively ensures that we arrived
to the current positionC with a play that is at least as
good for P as the play which lead to the previous de-
cision (C,k ′).
• If the current position C was already encountered in
the play, i.e., (C,k ′, π ) ∈ ρ for some k ′ and π , then C
becomes an assumption for the the player P for which
the counter got strictly better, that is, k ′ <P k . Then
we backtrack.
• If none of the conditions above holds, the exploration
continues from C . A move C ′ ∈ M(C) is chosen to
be explored. The playlist is thus extended by adding
(C,k, π ) where π records the remaining moves to be
explored. The counter k is updated according to the
priority of the now past position C .
Function Backtrack(P , C , ρ, Γ, ∆) is used to backtrack
from a positionC , reached via the playlist ρ, after assuming
or deciding that player P would win from such position.
• If ρ = [] we are back at the root, the position from
where the computation started, and the exploration is
concluded. The algorithm decides that player P is the
winner from such a position.
• Otherwise, the head (C ′,k, π ) of the playlist ρ is
popped and the status of position C ′ is investigated.
– If C ′ is controlled by the opponent of P (P(C ′) , P)
and there are still unexplored moves (π , ∅), we
must explore such moves before deciding the win-
ner from C ′. Then, a new move is extracted from π
and explored.
– If instead the controller of C ′ is P (P(C ′) = P) then
P wins also fromC ′. HenceC ′ is inserted in ∆P , jus-
tified by the move C from where we backtracked.
Similarly, if the controller ofC ′ is the opponent of P
(P(C ′) , P), we already explored all possible moves
from C ′ (π = ∅) and all turn out to be winning for
P , again we decide that P wins fromC ′, which is in-
serted in ∆P , justified by all possible moves fromC ′.
Since we decided that P would win from C ′ we can
now continue to backtrack. However, before back-
tracking we must discard all assumptions for the
opponent of P in conflict with the newly taken de-
cision, and this must be propagated to the decisions
depending on such assumptions. This is done by the
invocation Forget(∆P , ΓP , (C
′
,k ′)).
In general the choice of moves to explore, performed by
the action “pick” in the pseudocode, is random. However,
we observed in §6.1, that for player ∃ it can be shown that
it is sufficient to explore the minimal moves. Furthermore,
it is usually convenient to give priority to moves which are
immediately reducible to valid decisions or assumptions for
the player who is moving. A practical way to do this is to
check if there is a decision for a position C ′, with a valid
counter wrt. the current one, such that either the current
positionC = (b, i),C ′ = (b ′, i) and b ⊑ b ′, orC = X ,C ′ = X ′
and X ′ ⊆ X . Then, the move to pick is the one justifying
such decision, which by those features is guaranteed to be
a move also from the current position C .
The function Forget is not given explicitly. The precise
definition of the property that function Forget must sat-
isfy in order to ensure the correctness of the algorithm is
quite technical (it can be found in the appendix provided
as extra material). Intuitively, when an assumption in ΓP
fails and is withdrawn, then it must remove from ∆P at
least all the decisions depending on such assumption. It
is possible that decisions taken on the base of the deleted
assumption remain valid because they can be justified by
other decisions or assumptions, possibly introduced later.
Different sound realisations of Forget are then possible
(see [Stevens and Stirling 1998]) and, experimentally, it can
been seen that those removing only the least possible set of
decisions can be practically inefficient. A simple sound im-
plementation, which, at least in the setting of the µ-calculus,
resulted to be the most efficient is based on a temporal cri-
terion: when an assumption fails, all decisions which have
been taken after that assumption are deleted. This can be
implemented by associating timestamps with decisions and
assumptions, and avoiding the complex management of jus-
tifications.
Example 7.1 (model-checking µ-calculus). Consider the
transition system T = (S,→) in Fig. 1a and the µ-calculus
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function Explore(C , k , ρ , Γ, ∆)
if M(C) = ∅ then
∆
P(C )
≔ ∆
P(C )
∪ {(C, k )};
Backtrack(P(C), C , ρ , Γ, ∆);
else if there is (C, k ′) ∈ ∆P s.t. k
′ ≤P k then
Backtrack(P ,C , ρ , Γ, ∆);
else if there is (C, k ′, π ) ∈ ρ then
let P s.t. k ′ <P k ;
ΓP ≔ ΓP ∪ {(C, k
′)};
Backtrack(P ,C , ρ , Γ, ∆);
else
pick C′ ∈ M(C);
k ′ ≔ next(k, i(C));
π ≔ (M(C) r {C′}) × {k ′ };
Explore(C′, k ′, ((C, k, π ) :: ρ), Γ, ∆);
end if
end function
function Backtrack(P ,C , ρ , Γ, ∆)
if ρ = [] then
P ;
else if ρ = ((C′, k ′, π ) :: t ) then
if P(C′) , P and π , ∅ then
pick (C′′, k ′′) ∈ π ;
π ′ ≔ π r {(C′′, k ′′)};
Explore(C′′, k ′′, ((C′, k ′, π ′) :: t ), Γ, ∆);
else
if P(C′) = P then
∆P ≔ ∆P ∪ {(C
′
, k ′)} justified by C ;
else
∆P ≔ ∆P ∪ {(C
′
, k ′)} justified by M(C′);
end if
ΓP ≔ ΓP r {(C
′
, k ′)};
if there is (C′, k ′) ∈ Γ
P
then
∆
P
≔ Forget(∆
P
, Γ
P
, (C′, k ′));
Γ
P
≔ Γ
P
r {(C′, k ′)};
end if
Backtrack(P , C′, t , Γ, ∆);
end if
end if
end function
Figure 5. The general local algorithm.
formula φ = µx2.((νx1.(p ∧x1)) ∨^x2) discussed in Exam-
ple 3.4. As already discussed, the formulaφ interpreted over
T leads to the system E in Fig. 1d over the lattice 2S.
Suppose that we want to verify whether the state a ∈ S
satisfies the formula φ. This requires to determine the win-
ner of the fixpoint game from position (a, 2), which can be
done by invoking Explore((a, 2), 0, [], (∅, ∅), (∅, ∅)). A com-
putation performedby the algorithm is schematised in Fig. 6,
where we only consider minimal moves. Since the choice of
moves is non-deterministic, other search sequences are pos-
sible. In the diagram, positions of player ∃ are represented
as diamonds, while those of ∀ are represented as boxes, the
counters associated with the positions is on their lefthand
side
Recall that the second equation is x2 =µ x1 ∪ T x2. Then,
from the initial position (a, 2), with counter (0, 0), there are
four available minimal moves, i.e., ({a}, ∅), (∅, {a}), (∅, {b})
and (∅, {c}), represented by the four outgoing edges from
position (a, 2) in the diagram, all four will have counter
(0, 1) = next((0, 0), 2). Indeed, it is easy to see that a ∈ {a} ∪
T ∅ = ∅ ∪ T {a} = ∅ ∪ T {b} = {a} ⊆ ∅ ∪ T {c} = {a, c}.
Suppose that the algorithm chooses to explore the move
(∅, {b}), as highlighted by the bold arrow. Even though not
shown in the diagram, the other moves are stored in the set
of unexplored moves π associated with the position (a, 2)
in the playlist ρ. The search proceeds in this way along the
(a, 2) (0, 0)
({a}, ∅) (∅, {a}) (∅, {b}) (∅, {c}) (0, 1)
(b, 2) (0, 1)
(∅, {d}) ({b}, ∅) (∅, {e}) (0, 2)
(b, 1) (0, 2)
({d, e}, ∅) (1, 2)
(d, 1) (e, 1) (1, 2)
({d}, ∅) ({e}, ∅) (2, 2)
(d, 1) (e, 1) (2, 2)
Figure 6. An execution of the local algorithm.
moves
(a, 2)
∃
{ (∅, {b})
∀
{ (b, 2)
∃
{ ({b}, ∅)
∀
{ (b, 1)
∃
{ ({d, e}, ∅)
∀
{ (d, 1)
∃
{ ({d}, ∅)
∀
{
until position (d, 1) occurs again, with counter (2, 2). Since
the counter associated with the first occurrence of (d, 1)was
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(1, 2) and (1, 2) <∃ (2, 2), then the pair position and counter
((d, 1), (1, 2)) is added as an assumption for player ∃ and the
algorithm starts backtracking. While backtracking it gener-
ates a decision for∃, which is (({d}, ∅), (2, 2)) justified by the
only possible move (d, 1) of player ∀. When it comes back to
the first occurrence of (d, 1), since it is a position controlled
by ∃, the procedure transforms the assumption ((d, 1), (1, 2))
into a decision for ∃ justified by the move ({d}, ∅). Then,
it backtracks to position ({d, e}, ∅), which is controlled by
player ∀ and there is still an unexplored move (e, 1). There-
fore, the algorithm starts exploring again from (e, 1), and
does so similarly to the previous branch of (d, 1). After mak-
ing decisions for those positions as well, the algorithm re-
sumes backtracking from ({d, e}, ∅), since all possible moves
have been explored, making decisions for player ∃ along the
way back. This goes on up until the root is reached again.
The last invocation Backtrack(∃, (a,2), [], Γ, ∆) terminates
since ρ = [], and returns player ∃. Indeed, ∃ wins starting
from position (a, 2) since the state a satisfies the formula φ.
7.2 Correctness
We show that, when the lattice is finite, the algorithm ter-
minates. Moreover, when it terminates (which could happen
also on infinite lattices), it provides a correct answer.
Termination on finite lattices can be proved by observing
that the set of positions (which are either elements of the
basis or tuples of sets of elements of the basis) is finite. The
length of playlists is bounded by the number of positions,
since, whenever a position repeats in a playlist, it necessar-
ily becomes an assumption and backtracking starts. Finally,
one can observe that it is not possible to cycle indefinitely
between two positions, so that termination immediately fol-
lows.
Lemma 7.2 (termination). Given a fixpoint game on a finite
lattice, any call Explore(C0, 0, [], (∅, ∅), (∅, ∅)) terminates,
hence at some point Backtrack(P ,C0, [], (∅, ∅),∆) is invoked,
for some player P and pairs of sets Γ and ∆.
The proof of correctness is long and technical. The under-
lying idea is to prove that, at any invocation of Explore(·,
·, ρ, Γ, ∆) and Backtrack(·, ·, ρ, Γ, ∆), the justifications for
the decisions ∆P , can be interpreted as a winning strategy
for player P from the positions C ∈ ∆P , in a modified game
where P immediately wins on the assumptions ΓP . Since at
termination, the set of assumptions is empty, the modified
game coincides with the original one and thus we conclude.
Theorem 7.3 (correctness). Given a fixpoint game, if a call
Explore(C , 0, [], (∅, ∅), (∅, ∅)) returns a player P , then P wins
the game from C .
Notice that it is unnecessary to prove the converse im-
plication, that is, if P wins the game from C , then the call
Explore(C , 0, [], (∅, ∅), (∅, ∅)) returns P . Indeed, since the
game can never result in a draw, this is equivalent to show
that if the call Explore(C , 0, [], (∅, ∅), (∅, ∅)) returns P , then
P wins the game from C . And this already holds by Theo-
rem 7.3.
7.3 Using up-to techniques in the algorithm
In the literature about bisimilarity checking, up-to tech-
niques have been fruitfully integrated with local check-
ing algorithm for speeding up the computation (see,
e.g., [Hirschkoff 1999]). Herewe show that a similar idea can
be developed for our local algorithm for general systems of
fixpoint equations.
Let E be a system ofm equations of the kind x =η f (x)
over a complete lattice L and let u be a compatible tuple of
up-to functions for E. By Theorem 5.8 we have that the sys-
tem Eu¯ with equations x =η f (u¯ · x) has the same solution
as E. Now, since u¯ is a tuple of functions obtained as least
fixpoints (see Definition 5.4), the system Eu¯ can be “equiva-
lently” written as the system of 2m equations that we denote
by d(E,u), defined as follows:
y =µ (u ·y) ⊔ x
x =η f (y)
More precisely, we can show the following result.
Theorem 7.4 (preserving solutions with up-to). Let E be
a system of m equations of the kind x =η f (x) over a com-
plete lattice L. Let u be am-tuple of up-to functions compati-
ble for E (Definition 5.7). The solution of the system d(E,u) is
sol(d(E,u)) = (sol(E), sol(E)).
By relying on Theorem 7.4 we can derive an algorithm
that exploits the up-to function u. It is obtained by instanti-
ating the general algorithm discussed before to the system
d(E,u) and suitably restricting the moves considered in the
exploration. Roughly, the idea is to allow the use of the up-
to function only when it leads immediately to an assump-
tion or a decision. This is in some sense similar to what is
done for bisimilarity checking in [Hirschkoff 1999], where
the up-to function is used only to enlarge the set of states
which are considered bisimilar. More precisely, when the ex-
ploration is in a position (b, i) corresponding to one of the
added equations yi =µ ui (yi ) ⊔ xi , according to the defini-
tion of the game, a possible move would be any 2m-tuple of
sets (Y ,X ) such that b ⊑ ui (
⊔
Yi ) ⊔
⊔
Xi . First of all, since
only the i-th and (m + i)-th components Yi and Xi play a
role and we can restrict to minimal moves (see §6.1), we can
assume X j = Yj = ∅ for j , i . Moreover, for Xi and Yi , we
only allow two types of moves:
a) Xi = {b} andYi = ∅, whichmeans thatwe keep the fo-
cus on element b and just jump to the “original” equa-
tion xi =ηi f (yi ), or
b) Xi = ∅ and all positions in Yi will immediately be-
come assumptions or decisions when explored.
At the level of the pseudocode, this only means that the
action “pick” needs to be refined. Instead of simply choosing
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randomly a move in M(C), in some cases it has to perform
a constrained choice. This is made precise below.
Definition 7.5 (up-to algorithm). Let E be a system of m
fixpoint equations over the complete lattice L and let u be
a compatible tuple of up-to function for E. The up-to algo-
rithm for E based on u is just the algorithm in Fig. 5 applied
to the system d(E,u), where, in function Explore(C , k , ρ, Γ,
∆), when C = (b, i) with i ∈ m, the action “pick” can select
only moves C ′ = (Y ,X ) such that Yj = X j = ∅ for j , i and
Xi ,Yi complying with either of the following conditions
a) Yi = ∅ and Xi = {b} or
b) Xi = ∅ and for all b ′ ∈ Yi it holds
i) ((b ′, i),k ′) ∈ ∆∃ with k
′ ≤∃ next(k, i) or
ii) ((b ′, i),k ′, π ) ∈ ρ with k ′ <∃ next(k, i).
Condition (a) has been already clarified above. Condition
(b) is a formal translation of the fact thatYi can contain only
positions for which there are usable decisions (case (b.i)) or
that will immediately become assumptions (case b.ii)).
Clearly the modification does not affect termination on
finite lattices (in fact, we just restrict the possible moves of
a procedure which is known to be terminating). We next
show that the up-to algorithm is also correct.
Theorem 7.6 (correctness with up-to). Let E be a system of
m equations of the kind x =η f (x) over a complete lattice L.
Let u a compatiblem-tuple of up-to functions for E. Then the
up-to algorithm associated with the system d(E,u) as given in
Definition 7.5 is correct, i.e., if a call Explore(C , 0, [], (∅, ∅),
(∅, ∅)) returns a player P , then P wins the game from C .
The proof is based on the observation that any winning
strategy for player ∃ in the game associated with the origi-
nal system E can be replicated in the game associated with
the modified system d(E,u), even when the moves are re-
stricted as in Definition 7.5. This is done by choosing always
moves corresponding to case (a) in Definition 7.5. Then
strategies in the constrained game for d(E,u) are also valid
in the unconstrained game. We conclude since, by Theo-
rem 7.4, we know that winning positions for player ∃ are
the same in the game for E and in the game for d(E,u).
Further optimizations of the up-to algorithm are possible
by exploiting the fact that a variableyi has the same solution
of the corresponding xi in the system d(E,u). Intuitively, de-
cisions and assumptions for positions associated with a vari-
ables yi could be used as decisions and assumptions for the
corresponding positions of variable xi , and the other way
around.
Example 7.7 (model-checking µ-calculus up-to bisimilar-
ity). In Example 7.1 we showed how the algorithm would
solve a model-checking problem by exploring the corre-
sponding fixpoint game. Suppose that this time we also
want to use up-to bisimilarity as an up-to technique to an-
swer the same question, that is, whether the state a ∈ S sat-
isfies the formula φ = µx2.((νx1.(p ∧x1)) ∨^x2). In Exam-
ple 5.10 we presented the up-to functionu∼ : 2S → 2S corre-
sponding to up-to bisimilarity defined as u∼(X ) = {s ∈ S |
s ∼T s
′ ∧ s ′ ∈ X }. In order to apply the procedure described
above, first we need to build the system d(E, (u∼,u∼)), which
is
y1 =µ u∼(y1) ∪ x1 x1 =ν {b,d, e} ∩ Ty1
y2 =µ u∼(y2) ∪ x2 x2 =µ y1 ∪ Ty2
Then, to check whether the state a satisfies the formula φ
we invoke the function Explore((a, 4), 0, [], (∅, ∅), (∅, ∅)),
where the index 4 is that of the variable x2 in the system
d(E, (u∼,u∼)). Then, the algorithm behaves in similar fash-
ion to what described in Example 7.1. However, this time
the exploration of position (d, 1) with counter (0, 0, 1, 2) is
pruned by using the up-to function. Recalling that position
(b, 1) occurred in the past, hence it is included in the playlist,
with counter (0, 0, 0, 2), we have that condition (b) above
holds here for the move ({b}, ∅, ∅, ∅) since d ∼ b, hence d ∈
u∼({b})∪∅, and (0, 0, 0, 2) <∃ next((0, 0, 1, 2), 1) = (1, 0, 1, 2).
This leads to making an assumption for (b, 1) and then back-
tracking up to the root. The same happens when exploring
the other branch, that is position (e, 1), since also e ∼ b.
Similarly to the previous example, the last invocation Back-
track(∃, (a,4), [], Γ,∆) returns player∃. Indeed,∃wins start-
ing from position (a, 4) since the state a satisfies the formula
φ.
8 Conclusion
We have presented a theory of (sound and complete) ab-
stractions for solving fixpoint equation systems, of which
up-to techniques are a special case, including on-the-fly pro-
cedures for solving such equation systems.
Related work: Our work draws inspiration from various
sources. Clearly our contribution is based on the notion of
approximation as formalised in the theory of abstract inter-
pretation, and, in particular, on the idea of capturing ab-
stractions in the form of Galois connections, heavily used
in program analysis and advocated in [Cousot and Cousot
1977, 1979a]. Due to the intimate connection of Galois con-
nections and closure functions, there is a close correspon-
dence with up-to techniques for enhancing coinduction
proofs [Pous 2007; Pous and Sangiorgi 2011], originally de-
veloped for CCS [Milner 1989]. However, as far as we know,
recent research has only started to explore this connection:
[Bonchi et al. 2018a] explains the relation between sound
up-to techniques and complete abstract domains in the set-
ting where the semantic function has an adjoint. This ad-
junction or Galois connection plays a different role than
the abstractions: it gives the existential player a unique best
move, a concept explored in §6.2.2.
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Fixpoint equation systems largely derive
their interest from µ-calculus model-checking
(see [Bradfield and Walukiewicz 2018] for an overview).
Evaluating µ-calculus formulae on a transition system
can be reduced to solving a parity game and the exact
complexity of this task is still open. Progress measures, a
tool introduced by [Jurdziński 2000], allow one to solve
parity games with a complexity which is polynomial in the
number of states and exponential in (half of) the alterna-
tion depth of the formula. Recent approaches have devised
quasi-polynomial algorithms for parity games [Calude et al.
2017; Jurdzinski and Lazic 2017; Lehtinen 2018].
Instead of improving the complexity bounds, our main
aim here is to introduce heuristics, based on an on-the-fly
algorithm and up-to functions that are known to achieve
good efficiency improvements in practice.
We also showed – for a special case – how on-the-fly al-
gorithms inspired by [Bonchi et al. 2018a; Bonchi and Pous
2013; Hirschkoff 1998, 1999] for a single (greatest) fixpoint
equation can be adapted to the case of general lattices. For
the general case of arbitrary fixpoint equation systems a
generalisation along the lines of [Stevens and Stirling 1998]
is possible, but we omitted it due to lack of space.
The use of assumptions as stopping conditions in the al-
gorithm is reminiscent of parameterized coinduction, where
the basic idea is to parameterize the fixpoint over the accu-
mulated knowledge of the “proof so far” [Hur et al. 2013;
Sprunger and Moss 2017]. This allows to introduce extra as-
sumptions into coinductive proofs. As spelled out in [Pous
2016] parameterized coinduction is closely related to the
companion and hence to up-to techniques.
As applications beyond bisimulation checking, the
area where up-to techniques have originated [Milner
1989], we have considered fixpoint equation systems
over the reals [Mio and Simpson 2017] and abstraction
in µ-calculus model-checking, based on simulations
[Loiseaux et al. 1995]. The latter technique has been ex-
tended to modal respectively mixed transition systems that
feature both may and must transitions [Dams et al. 1997;
Larsen and Thomsen 1988; Schmidt 2000], which allow to
both preserve and reflect the validity of a formula.
Future work: There are some interesting questions that can
be derived from our work. First, the notion of progress mea-
sures that has been studied in [Baldan et al. 2019] can be
adapted to the game for arbitrary complete (rather than just
continuous) lattices, introduced in this paper. A first natural
question to ask is whether the on-the-fly algorithm arises
as an instance of the single equation algorithm instantiated
with the progress measure fixpoint equation.
With respect to the applications, we will investigate
whether our case study on abstractions respectively sim-
ulations for µ-calculus model-checking can also be gener-
alised to modal transition systems [Grumberg et al. 2007;
Larsen and Thomsen 1988].
Furthermore, we studied approximations in connection
with solving fixpoint equations over the reals, in turn closely
connected to the model checking of probabilistic logics.
While the technique is sound, there are no guarantees on
the quality of these overapproximations, in particular for
non-continuous functions the upper bound might be too
coarse. We plan to investigate under which circumstances
one can obtain guarantees to be close to the exact solution or
to compute the exact solution directly. Another interesting
area is the use of up-to techniques for behavioural metrics
[Bonchi et al. 2018b].
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A Proofs for Section 4 (Approximation for Systems of Fixpoint Equations)
Lemma A.1 (concretisation for single fixpoints). Let γ : A→ C be a monotone function.
a) If
fC ◦ γ ⊑ γ ◦ fA (9)
then µ fC ⊑ γ (µ fA); if, in addition, γ is co-continuous and co-strict ν fC ⊑ γ (ν fA).
b) If
γ ◦ fA ⊑ fC ◦ γ (10)
then γ (ν fA) ⊑ ν fC ; if, in addition, γ is continuous and strict then γ (µ fA) ⊑ µ fC .
Proof. We focus on the soundness results since the completeness results follow by duality.
For least fixpoint, we prove that for all ordinals β we have f
β
C
(⊥C ) ≤ γ (f
β
A
(⊥A)), whence the thesis, since µ fC = f
β
C
(⊥C )
and µ fA = f
β
A
(⊥A) for some ordinal β (just take the largest of the ordinals needed to reach the two fixpoints).
We proceed by transfinite induction:
• (β = 0)We have f 0
C
(⊥C ) = ⊥C ⊑ γ (f
0
A
(⊥A)), as desired.
• (β → β + 1) Observe that
f
β+1
C
(⊥C ) = fC (f
β
C
(⊥C ))
⊑ fC (γ (f
β
C
(⊥C ))) [by ind. hyp. and monotonicity of fC ]
≤ γ (fA(f
β
A (⊥A))) [by (9)]
= γ (f
β+1
A
(⊥A))
• (β limit ordinal) In this case
f
β
C (⊥C ) =
⊔
β ′<β
f
β ′
C (⊥C )
⊑
⊔
β ′<β
γ (f
β ′
A
(⊥A)) [by ind. hyp.]
⊑ γ (
⊔
β ′<β
f
β ′
A
(⊥A)) [by properties of joins]
= γ (f
β
A
(⊥A))
For greatest fixpoints, we prove that for all ordinals β we have f
β
C (⊤C ) ≤ γ (f
β
A (⊤A)), again by transfinite induction.
• (β = 0) We have f 0
C
(⊤C ) = ⊤C = γ (⊤A) = γ (f
0
A
(⊤A)), since γ is assumed to be co-strict, hence we have the desired
inequality.
• (β → β + 1) Observe that
f
β+1
C
(⊤C ) = fC (f
β
C
(⊤C ))
⊑ fC (γ (f
β
A
(⊤A))) [by ind. hyp. and monotonicity of fC ]
⊑ γ (fA(f
β
A (⊤A))) [by (9)]
= γ (f
β+1
A
(⊤A))
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• (β limit ordinal) In this case
f
β
C
(⊤C ) =
intersectionsqdisplay
β ′<β
f
β ′
C
(⊤C ))
⊑
intersectionsqdisplay
β ′<β
γ (f
β ′
A
(⊤A)) [by ind. hyp.]
= γ (
intersectionsqdisplay
β ′<β
f
β ′
A
(⊤A)) [since γ is co-continuous]
= γ (f
β
A
(⊤A))

We can get analogous results for abstractions, by duality.
Lemma A.2 (abstraction for single fixpoints). Let α : C → A be an abstraction function.
a) If
α ◦ fC ≤ fA ◦ α (11)
then α(ν fC ) ≤ ν fA; if, in addition, α is continuous and strict α(µ fC ) ≤ µ fA.
b) If
fA ◦ α ≤ α ◦ fC (12)
then µ fA ≤ α(µ fC ); if, in addition, α is co-continuous and co-strict then ν fA ≤ α(ν fC ).
Lemma A.3 (Galois insertions). Let fC : C → C and fA : A → A be monotone functions and let 〈α ,γ 〉 : C → A be a Galois
insertion.
a) Assume soundness for α i.e., (11) (equivalent to soundness for γ , i.e., (9)), and completeness for both α and β , i.e., (12), (10).
Then
α(η fC ) = η fA for η ∈ {µ,ν } ν fC = γ (ν fA) µ fC ⊑ γ (µ fA)
b) Assume
fC = γ ◦ fA ◦ α (13)
then α(η fC ) = η fA and η fC = γ (η fA) for η ∈ {µ,ν }.
Proof. a) Just using Lemma A.1 and Lemma A.2, we obtain
(a) α(µ fC ) = µ fA (b) ν fC = γ (ν fA) (c) α(µ fC ) ≤ µ fA (d) µ fC ⊑ γ (µ fA)
From (b), applying α , we obtain α(ν fC ) = α(γ (ν fA) = ν fA, and we are done.
b) In this case, from the assumption fC = γ ◦ fA ◦α one can easily deduce the soundness and completeness conditions for
α and γ , i.e., (11), (12), (9), (10). Therefore, by the previous point we get all desired inequalities but γ (µ fA) ⊑ µ fC . For
this observe that
γ (µ fA) = γ (α(µ fC )) [since µ fA = α(µ fC )]
= γ (α(fC (µ fC ))) [since µ fC is a fixpoint of fC ]
= γ (α(γ (fA(α(µ fC ))))) [since fC = γ ◦ fA ◦ α]
= γ (fA(α(µ fC ))) [since α ◦ γ = idA]
= fC (µ fC ) [since fC = γ ◦ fA ◦ α]
= µ fC [since µ fC is a fixpoint of fC ]

Theorem 4.1 (sound concretisation for systems). Let (C,⊑) and (A, ≤) be complete lattices, let EC of the kind x =η f
C (x) and
EA of the kind x =η f
A(x) be systems ofm equations over C and A, with solutions sC ∈ Cm and sA ∈ Am , respectively. Let γ be
anm-tuple of monotone functions, with γi : A→ C for i ∈m. If γ satisfies
f C ◦ γ× ⊑ γ× ◦ f A (2)
with γi co-continuous and co-strict for each i ∈m such that ηi = ν , then s
C ⊑ γ×(sA).
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Proof. We proceed by induction onm. The casem = 0 is trivial.
For the inductive case, consider systems withm+1 equations. Recall that, in order to solve the system, the last variable xm+1
is considered as a fixed parameter x and the system ofm equations that arises from dropping the last equation is recursively
solved. This produces anm-tuple tz 1,m(x) = sol(Ez [xm+1 := x]) parametric on x , for z ∈ {A,C}. For all a ∈ A, by inductive
hypothesis applied to the systems EA[xm+1 := a] and EC [xm+1 := γm+1(a)] we obtain
tC 1,m(γm+1(a)) ⊑ γ1,m
×(tA1,m(a)) (14)
Inserting the parametric solution into the last equation, we get an equation in a single variable
a =ηm f
A
m+1(t
A
1,m(a),a).
This equation can be solved by taking the corresponding fixpoint, i.e., if we define fA(a) = f Am+1(t
A
1,m(a),a), then sAm+1 =
ηm+1 fA. In the same way, sCm+1 = ηm+1 fC where fC (c) = f
C
m+1(t
C
1,m(c), c).
Observe that fC ◦ γm+1 ⊑ γm+1 ◦ fA. In fact
fC (γm+1(a)) =
= f Cm+1(t
C
1,m(γm+1(a)),γm+1(a))) [definition of fC ]
⊑ f Cm+1(γ1,m
×(tA1,m(a)),γm+1(a))) [by (14)]
⊑ f Cm+1(γ
×(tA1,m(a),a)) [application of γ]
⊑ γm+1(f
A
m+1(t
A
1,m(a),a)) [hypothesis (2)]
= γm+1(fA(a)) [definition of fA]
Therefore, recalling that when ηm+1 = µ we are assuming co-continuity and co-strictness for γm+1, we can apply
Lemma A.1(a) and deduce that
sCm+1 = ηm+1 fC ⊑ γm+1(ηm+1 fA) = γm+1(s
A
m+1) (15)
Finally, recall that the firstm components of the solutions are sz 1,m = tz 1,m(szm+1) for z ∈ {C,A}. Therefore, exploiting (14),
we have
sC 1,m =
= tC 1,m(s
C
m+1)
⊑ tC 1,m(γm+1(s
A
m+1)) [by (15)]
⊑ γ1,m
×(tA1,m(s
A
m+1)) [by (14)]
= γ1,m
×(sA1,m)
This concludes the inductive step. 
Everything can be dually formulated in terms of abstraction functions.
Theorem A.4 (sound abstraction for systems). Let (C,⊑) and (A, ≤) be complete lattices and let EC of the kind x =η f
C (x)
and EA of the kind x =η f
A(x) be systems ofm equations over C and A, with solutions sC ∈ Cm and sA ∈ Am , respectively. Let
α be anm-tuple of monotone functions, with αi : C → A for i ∈m. If α satisfies
α × ◦ f C ≤ f A ◦α ×
with αi continuous and strict for each i ∈m such that ηi = µ , then α
×(sC ) ≤ sA.
Proof. This follows from Lemma 4.1 by duality. 
Theorem 4.2 (abstraction via Galois connections). Let (C,⊑) and (A, ≤) be complete lattices, let EC of the kind x =η f
C (x)
and EA of the kind x =η f
A(x) be systems ofm equations over C and A, with solutions sC ∈ Cm and sA ∈ Am , respectively. Let
α and γ bem-tuples of monotone functions, with 〈αi ,γi 〉 : C → A forming a Galois connection for each i ∈m.
a) Soundness: If γ satisfies f C ◦γ× ⊑ γ× ◦ f A (2) or equivalently α satisfies
α × ◦ f C ≤ f A ◦α ×, (3)
then α ×(sC ) ≤ sA (equivalent to sC ≤ γ×(sA)).
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b) Completeness (for abstraction): If α satisfies
f A ◦ α × ≤ α × ◦ f C (4)
with αi co-continuous and co-strict for each i ∈m such that ηi = ν , then s
A ≤ α ×(sC ).
c) Completeness (for concretisation): If γ satisfies
γ× ◦ f A ⊑ f C ◦ γ× (5)
with γi continuous and strict for each i ∈m such that ηi = µ , then γ
×(sA) ⊑ sC .
Proof. Due to Theorems 4.1 and A.4 (and the fact that we can apply the theorems to lattices with reversed order), the only
thing to prove is that the conditions (3) α × ◦ f C ≤ f A ◦ α × and (2) f C ◦ γ× ⊑ γ× ◦ f A are equivalent. If we assume (3),
by definition of Galois connection, we get f C ⊑ γ× ◦ f A ◦ α ×. Now, post-composing with γ× and exploiting the fact that
α × ◦ γ× ⊑ id× we obtain
f C ◦γ× ⊑ γ× ◦ f A ◦α × ◦ γ× ⊑ γ ◦ f A
as desired.
The converse implication is analogous. 
For Galois insertions, we make explicit a very special case where we get rid of all the (co-)continuity and (co-)strictness
requirements, and get soundness and completeness both for the abstraction and the concretisation.
Lemma A.5 (Galois insertions for systems). Let (C,⊑) and (A, ≤) be complete lattices, let EC of the kind x =η f
C (x) and EA
of the kind x =η f
A(x) be systems ofm equations over C and A, with solutions sC ∈ Cm and sA ∈ Am , respectively. Let α and γ
bem-tuples of abstraction and concretisation functions, with 〈αi ,γi 〉 : C → A forming a Galois insertion for each i ∈m. If
f C = γ
× ◦ f A ◦ α (16)
then α ×(sC ) = sA and sC = γ×(sA).
Lemma A.6 (sound abstract operators, compositionally). Let (C,⊑) and (A, ≤) be complete lattices and, for Z ∈ {C,A}, let f Z
and дZ bem-tuples of functions f Zi ,д
Z
i : Z
m → Z for i ∈ m. Let γ be anm-tuple of monotone functions, with γi : A → C for
i ∈m.
If f C ◦ γ× ⊑ γ× ◦ f A and дC ◦ γ× ⊑ γ× ◦ дA then (f C ◦ дC ) ◦γ× ⊑ γ× ◦ (f A ◦ дA).
Proof. This derives from a routine calculation using the hypotheses and monotonicity of the involved functions.
f C ◦ дC ◦ γ× ⊑ f C ◦γ× ◦ дA ⊑ γ× ◦ f A ◦ дA

B Proofs for Section 5 (Up-to Techniques)
Lemma 5.3 (compatible up-to functions as sound and complete abstractions). Let f : L → L be a monotone function and let
u : L → L be an f -compatible closure. Consider the Galois insertion 〈u, i〉 : L → u(L) where i : u(L) → L is the inclusion. Then
a) f restricts to u(L), i.e., f |u(L) : u(L) → u(L);
b) f |u(L) is a sound and complete abstraction of both f and f ◦ u. Therefore ν f = i(ν f |u(L)) = ν (f ◦ u). Moreover, if u is
continuous and strict then µ f = i(µ f |u(L)) = µ(f ◦ u).
L u(L)
f
f ◦u
u
i
f |u (L)
Proof. a) We have that for all l ∈ u(L), the f -image f (l) ∈ u(L). Let l ∈ u(L), i.e., l = u(l ′) for some l ′ ∈ L. Observe that
f (l) ⊑ u(f (l)) [by extensiveness]
⊑ f (u(l)) [by compatibility]
= f (u(u(l ′)))
= f (u(l ′)) [by idempotency]
= f (l)
Hence f (l) = u(f (l)), which means that f (l) ∈ u(L).
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b) We first prove that ν f = ν f |u(L). Consider
L u(L)
f
α=u
γ=i
f |u (L)
Note that for all l ∈ u(L), we have f (γ (l)) = f (l) = γ (f |u(L)(l)), i.e., γ satisfies soundness (9) and completeness (10) in
Lemma A.1. Therefore, ν f = γ (ν f |u(L)) = η f |u(L), as desired.
Next we prove that ν (f ◦u) = ν f |u(L) Consider
L u(L)
f ◦u
α=u
γ=i
f |u (L)
Again, for all l ∈ u(L), we have f ◦u(γ (l)) = f (u(l)) = f (l) = γ (f |u(L)(l)), i.e., γ satisfies soundness (9) and completeness
(10) in Lemma A.1. Therefore, ν (f ◦u) = γ (ν f |u(L)) = ν f |u(L), as desired.
Finally, if u is continuous and strict then also γ = i is so: First, since ⊥ = u(⊥) ∈ u(L) and hence the inclusion i maps ⊥
to ⊥. Second, since u is continuous, directed suprema in both lattices coincide: let D ⊆ u(L), then
⊔
D =
⊔
{u(d) | d ∈
D} = u(
⊔
D) ∈ u(L). Hence i preserves directed suprema.
Hence we get the previous results also for least fixpoints.

Lemma 5.5 (properties of u¯). Let u : L → L be a monotone function. Then
a) u¯ is the least closure larger than u;
b) if u is f -compatible then u¯ is;
c) if u is continuous and strict then u¯ is.
Proof. a) We first observe that u¯ is a closure. For extensiveness, just observe that uˆx (y) = u(y) ⊔ x ⊒ x for all y ∈ L and
thus obviously u¯(x) = µ(uˆx ) ⊒ x .
In order to show that u¯ is idempotent, note that, by extensiveness, u¯ ⊑ u¯ ◦ u¯. Hence to conclude, we just need to prove
the converse inequality u¯ ◦ u¯ ⊑ u¯. For all x ∈ L, we have u¯(u¯(x)) = µ(uˆu¯(x )) = uˆ
γ
u¯(x )
for some ordinal γ . We prove, by
transfinite induction that for all α , that uˆα
u¯(x )
⊑ u¯(x).
(α = 0) We have that uˆ0
u¯(x )
= ⊥ ⊑ u¯(x).
(α → α + 1) We have that
uˆα+1u¯(x ) = uˆu¯(x )(uˆ
α
u¯(x ))
= u(uˆα
u¯(x )
) ⊔ u¯(x) [by def. uˆu¯(x ) ]
⊑ u(u¯(x)) ⊔ u¯(x) [by ind. hyp.]
⊑ uˆx (u¯(x)) ⊔ u¯(x) [since u ⊑ uˆx ]
= u¯(x) ⊔ u¯(x) [since uˆx (u¯(x)) = u¯(x)]
= u¯(x)
(α limit) We have that
uˆα
u¯(x )
=
⊔
β<α
uˆ
β
u¯(x )
⊑
⊔
β<α
u¯(x) [by ind. hyp.]
= u¯(x)
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Moreover, u¯ is larger than u, i.e., u ⊑ u¯ . In fact,
u¯(x) = uˆx (u¯(x)) [since u¯(x) is a fixpoint of uˆx ]
= u(u¯(x)) ⊔ x [by def. of uˆx ]
⊒ u(x) ⊔ x [since u¯ is extensive]
⊒ u(x)
Finally, let v any closure such that u ⊑ v . We show that for all x ∈ L, uˆαx ⊑ v(x), whence u¯(x) ⊑ v(x), as desired.
(α = 0) We have that uˆ0
u¯(x )
= ⊥ ⊑ v(x).
(α → α + 1) We have that
uˆα+1
u¯(x )
= uˆx (uˆ
α
x )
= u(uˆαx ) ⊔ x [by def. uˆx ]
⊑ u(v(x)) ⊔ x [by ind. hyp.]
⊑ v(v(x)) ⊔ x [since u ⊑ v]
= v(x) ⊔ x [by idempotency of v]
= v(x) [by extensiveness of v]
(α limit) We have that
uˆαx =
⊔
β<α
uˆ
β
x
⊑
⊔
β<α
v(x) [by ind. hyp.]
= v(x)
b) Observe that for all x ∈ L, we have u¯(f (x)) = uˆγ
f (x )
for some ordinal γ . Hence also here we proceed by transfinite
induction, showing that for all α
uˆα
f (x )
⊑ f (u¯(x))
(α = 0) We have that uˆ0
f (x )
= ⊥ ⊑ f (u¯(x)).
(α → α + 1) We have that
uˆα+1f (x ) = uˆf (x )(uˆ
α
f (x ))
⊑ uˆf (x )(f (u¯(x)) [by ind. hyp.]
= u(f (u¯(x))) ⊔ f (x) [by def. of uˆf (x )]
⊑ f (u(u¯(x))) ⊔ f (x) [by compatibility of f ]
⊑ f (u(u¯(x)) ⊔ x) [by general properties of ⊔]
= f (uˆx (u¯(x)))) [by def. of uˆx ]
= f (u¯(x)) [since uˆ(x) is a fixpoint]
(α limit) We have that
uˆα
f (x )
=
⊔
β<α
uˆ
β
f (x )
⊑
⊔
β<α
f (u¯(x)) [by ind. hyp.]
= f (u¯(x))
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c) Assume that u is continuous and strict. Then uˆx is continuous for all x ∈ L. In fact, for each directed set D ⊆ L we have
uˆx (
⊔
D) = u(
⊔
D) ⊔ x
=
⊔
{u(d) | d ∈ D}) ⊔ x
=
⊔
{u(d) ⊔ x | d ∈ D})
=
⊔
{uˆx (d) | d ∈ D})
Now, we can show that u¯ is continuous. Let D ⊆ L be a directed set. We have to prove that u¯(
⊔
D) =
⊔
d ∈D u¯(d). It is
sufficient to prove that u¯(
⊔
D) ⊑
⊔
d ∈D u¯(d), as the other inequality follows by monotonicity and general properties of⊔
. As usual, we recall that u¯(
⊔
D) = uˆ
γ⊔
D
for some γ and thus show, by transfinite induction on α that
uˆα⊔
D
⊑
⊔
d ∈D u¯(d).
(α = 0) We have that uˆ0⊔
D
= ⊥ ⊑
⊔
d ∈D u¯(d).
(α → α + 1) We have that
uˆα+1⊔ D = uˆ⊔ D (uˆα⊔ D )
⊑ uˆ⊔D (
⊔
d ∈D
u¯(d)) [by ind. hyp.]
=
⊔
d ∈D
uˆ⊔ D (u¯(d)) [by continuity of uˆ⊔ D]
=
⊔
d ∈D
(u(u¯(d)) ⊔
⊔
D) [by def. of uˆ⊔ D]
⊑
⊔
d ∈D
(uˆd (u¯(d)) ⊔
⊔
D) [since u ⊑ uˆd ]
=
⊔
d ∈D
(u¯(d) ⊔
⊔
D) [since uˆ(d) is a fixpoint]
=
⊔
d ∈D
(u¯(d) ⊔ d)
=
⊔
d ∈D
u¯(d) [by extensiveness of u¯]
(α limit) We have that
uˆα⊔ D =
⊔
β<α
uˆ
β⊔
D
⊑
⊔
β<α
⊔
d ∈D
u¯(d) [by ind. hyp.]
=
⊔
d ∈D
u¯(d)
Furthermore, u¯ is strict since uˆ⊥(⊥) = u(⊥) ⊔ ⊥ = ⊥ ⊔ ⊥ = ⊥, and thus u¯(⊥) = µ(uˆ⊥) = ⊥.

Theorem 5.8 (up-to for systems). Let (L,⊑) be a complete lattice and let E be x =η f (x), a system ofm equations over L, with
solution s ∈ Lm . Letu be a compatible tuple of up-to functions for E. Let s ′ and s¯ be the solutions of the systems Eu with equations
x =η f (u
×(x)) and Eu¯ with equations x =η f (u¯
×(x)), respectively. Then s ′ ⊑ s¯ = s. If additionally u is extensive then s ′ = s.
Proof. Immediate extension to systems of the proofs of the Lemma 5.3 and Corollary 5.6, exploiting Theorem 4.1. 
Corollary 5.9. Let E be x =η f (x), a system ofm equations over a complete lattice L and letu be a compatible tuple of extensive
up-to functions for E.
For all b ∈ BL , if b ⊑ ui (
⊔
B′) for B′ ⊆ BL where all b
′ ∈ B′ satisfy b ′ ⊑ soli (E) then b ⊑ soli (E).
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Proof. This is a straightforward corollary of Theorem 5.8: According to the theorem, the solutions of the systems E and Eu
coincide and we denote such solution by s.
We can now prove that ui (si ) ⊑ si for all i ∈m:
ui (si ) = ui (fi (s1, . . . , sm)) ⊑ f1(u1(s1), . . . ,um(sm)) = si .
Here we use the fact that the solution is a fixpoint of f respectively f ◦ u and furthermore we exploit that u is a compatible
tuple of up-to functions for E (in order to derive the inequality).
Since b ′ ⊑ soli (E) = si for all b ′ ∈ B′, we obtain
⊔
B′ ⊑ si . Furthermore b ⊑ ui (
⊔
B′) ⊑ ui (si ) ⊑ si , which concludes the
proof. 
C Proofs for Section 6 (Solving systems of equations via games)
Theorem 6.3 (correctness and completeness). Let E be a system ofm equations over a complete lattice L of the kind x =η f (x)
with solution s . For all b ∈ BL and i ∈m,
b ⊑ si iff ∃ has a winning strategy from position (b, i).
Proof. Define 〈α ,γ 〉 : 2BL → L, by letting α(X ) =
⊔
X for X ∈ 2BL and γ (l) = ↓l ∩BL for l ∈ L. It is immediate to see that this
is a Galois insertion: for all X ∈ 2BL we have X ⊆ γ (α(X )) = (↓
⊔
X ) ∩ BL and, for l ∈ L we have l = α(γ (l)) =
⊔
(↓l ∩BL).
Below we abuse the notation and write ↓ and
⊔
for them-tuples where each function is ↓ and
⊔
applied componentwise,
respectively.
((2BL )m, ⊆) Lm
f C=↓ f
⊔
α=
⊔
_
γ=↓_∩BL
f
Define a “concrete” system x =η f
C (x) where f C = γ× ◦ f ◦ α × : (2BL )m → (2BL )m . Then we can use Lemma A.5 to
deduce that, if we denote by SC the solution of the concrete system and by s the solution of the original system, we have
SC = ↓s ∩Bm
L
.
Now, (2BL , ⊆) is an algebraic, hence continuous lattice. Therefore, by [Baldan et al. 2019, Theorem 4.8], the lattice game for
the “concrete” system on (2BL )m is sound and complete.
It is immediate to realise that, if we fix as basis for 2BL the set of singletons, this corresponds exactly to what we called
here the powerset game. In fact, the game aims to show that {b} ⊆ SCi = ↓si , for some b ∈ BL and i ∈ m, and this amounts
to b ⊑ si . Positions of ∃ are pairs ({b}, i) where b ∈ BL and i ∈ m, and she has to play some tuples X ∈ (2BL )m such that
{b} ⊆ f Ci (X ) = ↓ fC (
⊔
X ) which amounts to b ⊑ fC (
⊔
X ). Positions of ∀ are tuples X ∈ (2BL )m and he chooses some j ∈ m
and b ′ ∈ X j . This is exactly the powerset game, hence we conclude. 
Theorem 6.5 (game with selections). Let x =ν f (x) be an equation over a complete lattice L with solution s . For all b ∈ BL , it
holds that b ⊑ s iff ∃ has a winning strategy from position b in the game restricted to selections.
Proof. Assume that ∃ has a winning strategy in the original game: given b she would play X , where all b ′ ∈ A(X ) are winning
positions.
Instead, in the game restricted by selections, she might only be able to play Y where
⊔
Y ⊑
⊔
X . Now ∀ picks b ′ ∈ Y . By
construction b ′ ⊑
⊔
X . Since all elements of X are winning positions in the original game (and hence below the solution),
b ′ is also a winning position and we can continue. Now either ∃ wins directly or the game continues forever, giving us a
winning strategy in the restricted game. 
Theorem 6.6 (Case 1: correctness and completeness). Let f be a monotone function over a complete lattice L, with basis
BL = Lr{⊥}, such that f preserves non-empty meets. Given the Galois connection 〈f∗, f
∗〉 : L → L such that f (x) = f ∗(x)⊓ f (⊤),
then, for all b ∈ BL , b ⊑ ν f iff ∃ wins the game of Case 1 from position b.
Proof. First we prove that if b ⊑ ν f , then ∃ wins the simplified game of Case 1. Observe that by monotonicity of f , we have
that b ⊑ ν f = f (ν f ) ⊑ f (⊤), so ∃ does not immediately lose. Moreover, consider b ′ = f∗(b). Since b ⊑ ν f , by monotonicity
of f∗ we have b ′ ⊑ f∗(ν f ) = f∗(f (ν f )) = f∗(f ∗(ν f ) ⊓ f (⊤)) ⊑ f∗(f ∗(ν f )) ⊑ ν f because of the properties of the Galois
connection. Since b ′ ⊑ ν f , the same argument as before holds for b ′ as well, and thus the game would either continue forever
or terminate because at some point bi ⊑
⊔
j<i bj . In both cases ∃ wins.
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Now we prove that if ∃ wins starting from b0 = b, then b ⊑ ν f . Actually, we show that if ∃ wins the simplified game in
Case 1, then she wins also the general fixpoint game for the single fixpoint equation x =ν f (x), and so by Theorem 6.3 we
know that b ⊑ ν f . Since ∃ wins, we have two possible cases:
• the game continues forever, thus for all i , bi ⊑ f (⊤) and bi+1 = f∗(bi ). Then, for all i , observe that by the Galois
connection we have bi = bi ⊓ f (⊤) ⊑ f ∗(f∗(bi )) ⊓ f (⊤) = f ∗(bi+1) ⊓ f (⊤) = f (bi+1) = f (
⊔
{bi+1}). This means that, for
all i , {bi+1} ∈ E(bi ) is a valid move for player ∃ from position bi in the fixpoint game. Therefore, the infinite sequence
(b0, {b1},b1, {b2}, . . .) is an infinite play in the fixpoint game, which is won by ∃ since there is a single greatest fixpoint
equation. Since the moves of ∀ are all deterministic ∃ wins the fixpoint game.
• the game terminates because at some point it holds bi ⊑
⊔
j<i bj and bi ⊑ f (⊤). Note that since the game reached
the position bi , for all j < i we must have bj ⊑ f (⊤). We then have two more cases. If bi = f∗(bi−1) = ⊥, then
for the same reasoning in the previous case it holds bi−1 ⊑ f (⊥) = f (
⊔
∅), thus ∅ ∈ E(bi−1), and the sequence
(b0, {b1},b1, {b2}, . . . ,bi−1, ∅) is a finite play in the fixpoint game leading to the position ∅ where player ∀ cannot move,
hence ∃ wins. Otherwise bi , ⊥, and so we have that bi+1 = f∗(bi ) ⊑ f∗(
⊔
j<i bj ) =
⊔
j<i f∗(bj ) =
⊔
j<i bj+1 ⊑ f (⊤)
since f∗, as a left adjoint, preserves non-empty joins. Moreover, for the same reasoning of before we have that bi ⊑
f (bi+1) = f (
⊔
{bi+1}), hence {bi+1} ∈ E(bi ). An inductive argument thus proves that iterating f∗ we will never go
beyond f (⊤), and so there exists an infinite sequence (b0, {b1},b1, {b2}, . . .) such that for all j , {bj+1} ∈ E(bj ). Then this
is an infinite play of the fixpoint game won by ∃. Since in both cases the moves of player ∀ are all deterministic ∃ wins
the fixpoint game.

Theorem 6.7 (Case 2: correctness and completeness). Let f be a monotone function over a complete lattice L, with basis
BL ⊆ Lr{⊥}, such that f preserves non-emptymeets. Given the Galois connection 〈f∗, f
∗〉 : L → L such that f (x) = f ∗(x)⊓ f (⊤),
then, for all b ∈ BL , b ⊑ ν f iff ∃ wins the game of Case 2 from position b.
Proof. First we prove that ifb ⊑ ν f , then ∃wins the simplified game of Case 2. Observe that bymonotonicity of f , we have that
b ⊑ ν f = f (ν f ) ⊑ f (⊤), so ∃ does not immediately lose. Moreover, letX ⊆ BL such thatX ≡H ↓ f∗(b) ∩BL , hence
⊔
X = f∗(b).
Since b ⊑ ν f , by monotonicity of f∗ we have
⊔
X = f∗(b) ⊑ f∗(ν f ) = f∗(f (ν f )) = f∗(f
∗(ν f ) ⊓ f (⊤)) ⊑ f∗(f
∗(ν f )) ⊑ ν f
because of the properties of the Galois connection. Since
⊔
X ⊑ ν f we must have that b ′ ⊑ ν f for all b ′ ∈ X , therefore the
same argument as before holds on all b ′ ∈ X as well, and so no position losing for ∃ can ever be reached, hence ∃ wins.
Now we prove that if ∃ wins starting from b0 = b, then b ⊑ ν f . Actually, we show that if ∃ wins the simplified game in
Case 2 then she wins also the general fixpoint game for the single fixpoint equation x =ν f (x), and so by Theorem 6.3 we
know that b ⊑ ν f . Since ∃ wins, for every path (b0,b1, . . .) in the tree of positions explored we have three possible cases:
• the path is infinite, thus for all i , bi ⊑ f (⊤) and bi+1 ∈ Xi for some Xi ⊆ BL such that Xi ≡H ↓ f∗(bi ) ∩BL , hence⊔
Xi = f∗(bi ). Then, for all i , observe that by the Galois connection we have bi = bi ⊓ f (⊤) ⊑ f ∗(f∗(bi )) ⊓ f (⊤) =
f ∗(
⊔
Xi ) ⊓ f (⊤) = f (
⊔
Xi ). This means that, for all i , Xi ∈ E(bi ) is a valid move for player ∃ from position bi in
the fixpoint game. Furthermore, bi+1 ∈ A(Xi ) is a valid move for player ∀ in the fixpoint game. Therefore, the infinite
sequence (b0,X0,b1,X1, . . .) is an infinite play in the fixpoint game, which is won by ∃ since there is a single greatest
fixpoint equation.
• the path is finite and the exploration has been stopped because at some point bi ⊑ f (⊤) and f∗(bi ) = ⊥ thus the only
possibleXi ⊆ BL such thatXi ≡H ↓⊥∩BL isXi = ∅. Similarly to before, for all j < i , we havebj+1 ∈ X j for someX j ⊆ BL
such thatX j ≡H ↓ f∗(bj ) ∩BL . Note that since the game reached the position bi , for all j < i we must have bj ⊑ f (⊤). For
the same reasons in the previous case, bi ⊑ f (
⊔
Xi ) = f (
⊔
∅), thus ∅ ∈ E(bi ), and the sequence (b0,X0,b1,X1, . . . ,bi , ∅)
is a finite play in the fixpoint game leading to the position ∅ where player ∀ cannot move, hence ∃ wins.
• the path is finite and the exploration has been stopped because at some point it holds bi ⊑
⊔
W and bi ⊑ f (⊤). Again,
for all j < i , we have bj+1 ∈ X j for some X j ⊆ BL such that X j ≡H ↓ f∗(bj ) ∩BL . Observe that sinceW is the set of
positions previously encountered, it contains every position previously explored, thus not losing for ∃, including all
bj for j < i . Then, for all b ′ ∈ W we must have b ′ ⊑ f (⊤). Furthermore, note that positions are put inW only when
all their successors are going to be explored. Therefore, for all b ′ ∈ W , we have f∗(b ′) ⊑ f (⊤), otherwise there would
exists a successor b ′′ ∈ X ′ ≡H ↓ f∗(b ′) ∩BL such that b ′′ @ f (⊤) contradicting the fact that ∃ wins the simplified game.
Let Xi ⊆ BL such that Xi ≡H ↓ f∗(bi ) ∩BL . Then, we have that
⊔
Xi = f∗(bi ) ⊑ f∗(
⊔
W ) =
⊔
b ′∈W f∗(b
′) ⊑ f (⊤)
since bi ⊑
⊔
W , f∗ as a left adjoint preserves non-empty joins and f∗(b ′) ⊑ f (⊤) for all b ′ ∈ W . Then, for all b ′ ∈ Xi ,
this implies that b ′ ⊑ f (⊤). Moreover, for the same reasoning used in the first case we have that bi ⊑ f (
⊔
Xi ), hence
Xi ∈ E(bi ). An inductive argument thus proves that every path continuing the exploration from a b ′ ∈ Xi we will never
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go beyond f (⊤), and so for each of those paths there exists an infinite sequence (b0,X0,b1,X1, . . .) such that for all j ,
X j ∈ E(bj ). Then this is an infinite play of the fixpoint game won by ∃.
Since all the possible moves of player ∀ in every setX are explored, and all the paths obtained in this way (divided in the three
cases above) correspond to plays in the fixpoint game won by ∃, we can conclude that, indeed, ∃ wins the fixpoint game. 
D Proofs for Section 7 (On-the-fly algorithm for solving the game in the general case)
Definition D.1 (sound forget). Whenever function Forget(∆P , ΓP , (C,k)) is invoked, returning ∆′P , for every decision
(C ′,k ′) ∈ ∆′P , for every position C
′′ justifying that decision, there exists (C ′′,k ′′) ∈ ∆′P such that k
′′ ≤P next(k
′
, i(C ′))
or there exists (C ′′,k ′′) ∈ ΓP r {(C,k)} such that k
′′
<P next(k
′
, i(C ′)).
Lemma D.2 (assumptions and plays). Given a fixpoint game, whenever functions Explore(·, ·, ρ, Γ, ∆) and Backtrack(·, ·, ρ,
Γ, ∆) are invoked, for every player P , for all (C,k) ∈ ΓP it holds (C,k, π ) ∈ ρ for some π .
Proof. Easily proved by an inspection of the code. Initially, on the call Explore(C0, 0, [], (∅, ∅), (∅, ∅)), the property vacuously
holds since both Γ∃ and Γ∀ are empty. Now, the only way that could make the property fail are by adding new assumptions
or backtracking, hence shortening the playlist ρ. The only position in the code where new assumptions are added is in the
function Explore. A new assumption (C,k ′) is added only if (C,k ′, π ) ∈ ρ, for some π , thus the property still holds. On
the other hand, the only place where the backtracking really happens, that is, ρ is effectively shorten, is at the end of the
backtracking function, when Backtrack(P , C ′, t , Γ, ∆) is invoked. More precisely, the head (C ′,k ′, π ) is removed from the
playlist ρ. However, before the aforementioned invocation, (C ′,k ′)was already removed from ΓP and from ΓP , if it were in ΓP .
And so again the property still holds. 
Lemma 7.2 (termination). Given a fixpoint game on a finite lattice, any call Explore(C0, 0, [], (∅, ∅), (∅, ∅)) terminates, hence
at some point Backtrack(P , C0, [], (∅, ∅), ∆) is invoked, for some player P and pairs of sets Γ and ∆.
Proof. Consider the sequence σ of invocations to functions Explore and Backtrack in the order they happen, originating
from a call Explore(C0, 0, [], (∅, ∅), (∅, ∅)). Let τ be the subsequence of σ obtained removing all calls to Backtrack. We show
that such sequence is finite. First, since the lattice is finite, hence Pos is finite, the set of playlists ρ in the invocations in τ is
also finite. Actually, this is not true in general for any set of playlists, but it holds for the set of lists we obtain during any
computation. Indeed, this can be seen inductively, showing that every playlist ρ has length bounded by |Pos |. At the beginning
we have the empty list []which is clearly bounded by |Pos |. Then, by inspecting the code it can be seen that the only function
which increases the size of ρ is Explore, and it happens only if the current positionC , with counterk , is not already contained
in ρ with a counter k ′ s.t. k ′ <P k for some player P . But whenever a position C already in ρ is encountered again it must be
with a counter strictly larger for one of the players. The only case where this could possibly fail is when the subsequence of
ρ between the two occurrences of C contains only positions with priority 0. But, as already mentioned, this cannot happen
because players alternate during the game and only ∀ has positions with priority 0. Thus, every time a position recurs, the
playlist is not extended any more. So, the size of the playlist is necessarily bounded by the size of Pos. Furthermore, the set of
playlists of length bounded by |Pos | is finite because every π in them is bounded as well, since π ⊆ Pos, and the same happens
for the counters k since they are computed starting from 0 and increased at most by 1 in some component only when the list
is extended. Therefore, τ must contain only a finite number of different playlists ρ, possibly with repetitions. Now, in order
to show that τ is finite, we define a partial order ≤ over the playlists in τ as follows, ∀ρ, ρ ′, ρ ′′,C,k, π , π ′:
• ρ ′ρ ≤ ρ
• if π ( π ′, then ρ ′′((C,k, π ) :: ρ) ≤ ρ ′((C,k, π ′) :: ρ).
It is easy to see that such order is reflexive, antisymmetric, and transitive. Since the set of playlists in τ is finite, so is the
corresponding poset with the given partial order. By an inspection of the code it can be seen that for every two playlists ρ, ρ ′
in consecutive invocations of Explore in τ , we have that ρ ′ < ρ, since:
• function Explore extends the playlist ρ until function Backtrack is invoked
• function Backtrack shortens the playlist ρ until it is empty or function Explore is invoked, after shortening the set
of unexplored moves π in ρ.
So the playlists in τ form a strictly descending chain in a finite poset, thus τ must be finite. And this immediately proves
that σ is finite as well, because otherwise from a certain point on we would have infinitely many calls to Backtrack only,
which would shorten the playlist infinitely many times. And so we can conclude that any computation originating from a call
Explore(C0, 0, [], (∅, ∅), (∅, ∅)) must terminate. Finally, since the only instruction returning a value (hence terminating the
execution) is in the function Backtrack and it is reached only when ρ = [], then Backtrack(P , C , [], Γ, ∆) must have been
invoked on some P ,C , Γ, ∆. Furthermore,C = C0 because ρ = [] is the list of positions from the rootC0 to the current nodeC .
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We immediately conclude that Γ = (∅, ∅) by exploting Lemma D.2. 
Lemma D.3 (backtracking position). Given a fixpoint game, whenever function Backtrack(P , C , ρ, Γ, ∆) is invoked, it holds
(C,k) ∈ ∆P ∪ ΓP for some k .
Proof. Immediate by inspecting the invocations of Backtrack in the code. 
Lemma D.4 (uncontrolled decisions). Given a fixpoint game, whenever functions Explore(·, ·, ·, Γ, ∆) and Backtrack(·, ·, ·,
Γ, ∆) are invoked, for every player P , for all (C,k) ∈ ∆P , if P(C) , P , then for all C
′ ∈ M(C) it holds (C ′,k ′) ∈ ∆P ∪ ΓP for some
k ′.
Proof. By inspecting the code it is easy to see that every time we add a new decision (C,k) for a player P that is not the owner
ofC , either:
• M(C) = ∅, thus the property vacuously holds, or
• the procedure already explored all possible moves M(C) and they all became decisions or assumptions for P , since we
are in the case where P(C) , P and π = ∅.
Furthermore, such a decision (C,k) is justified byM(C). Therefore, if one of those moves were to be deleted from the assump-
tions or decisions of P at some point, the function Forget would delete (C,k) as well. 
For the next results we make use of fixpoint games suitably modified for a set of assumptions for a player. For a set S of
decisions or assumptions we denote by C(S) its first projection, that is, the set of positions appearing as first component in
the elements of S .
Definition D.5 (game with assumptions). Given a fixpoint gameG and a player P , the corresponding game with assumptions
ΓP is a parity game G(ΓP ) obtained from G where for all C ∈ Pos, if C ∈ C(ΓP ), then P(C) = P and M(C) = ∅, otherwise they
are the same as in G .
Notice that when the set of assumptions is empty ΓP = ∅, the modified game is the same of the original one.
Then, we define a kind of strategies based on decisions and assumptions for a player, which fit the modified games above.
Such strategies are history-free partial strategies. Indeed they only prescribe moves from decisions.
Definition D.6 (strategy with assumptions). LetG be a fixpoint game. Given a player P , a strategy with assumptions ΓP from
decisions ∆P for P is a function sP : C(∆P ∪ ΓP ) → 2C(∆P∪ΓP ) where for allC ∈ C(ΓP ), sP (C) = ∅, and for allC ∈ C(∆P )rC(ΓP ),
sP (C) is the set of positions, possibly empty, justifying the decision (C,min≤P {k | (C,k) ∈ ∆P }). Given a positionC ∈ C(∆P ),
we denote by dP (C) = min≤P {k | (C,k) ∈ ∆P } the counter that was associated with C .
We say that the strategy sP is winning when it is winning in the modified gameG(ΓP ), that is, every play inG(ΓP ) following
sP starting from a position in C(∆P ) is won by player P .
The definition above is well given since by Lemmata D.3 and D.4 we know that when we add a new decision justified
by some other, those are already included in the decisions or assumptions for the same player. Moreover, notice that the
minimum of {k | (C,k) ∈ ∆P } is guaranteed to be in the set itself because ≤P is a total order and the set is never empty
since C ∈ C(∆P ).
In the modified gameG(ΓP ), given the strategy sP with assumptions ΓP from decisions ∆P , for each positionC ∈ C(∆P ) we
can build a tree including all the plays starting from C where player P follows the strategy sP .
Definition D.7 (tree of plays). Let G be a fixpoint game. Given a player P and the strategy sP with assumptions ΓP from
decisions ∆P , for each position C ∈ C(∆P ), the tree of the plays following sP starting from C is the tree τCsP rooted in C , where
every nodeC ′ in it has successors sP (C ′).
Such trees can contain both finite and infinite paths. Finite complete paths terminate in assumptions or truths, infinite
ones contain only decisions. By construction and definition of strategy with assumptions every node is either a decision or an
assumption for P . More precisely, every inner node is a position in C(∆P ), and every leaf corresponds to either a truth in ∆P
or an assumption in ΓP . It is easy to see that a tree τCsP includes all the possible plays fromC following sP since the successors
of inner nodes owned by the opponent are all the possible moves from those positions (decisions controlled by the opponent
are justified by all the possible opponent’s moves, Lemma D.4).
The trees defined above are all we need to show that a strategy with assumptions is winning. Indeed, it is enough to show
that every complete path in each of those trees corresponds to a play won by the player. To this end, first we observe some
key properties of the paths in the trees.
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Lemma D.8 (priorities in strategy paths). Given a fixpoint game, whenever functions Explore(·, ·, ·, Γ, ∆) and Backtrack(·,
·, ·, Γ, ∆) are invoked, for every player P , given the strategy sP with assumptions ΓP from decisions ∆P , for all Cˆ ∈ C(∆P ), the tree
of plays τ CˆsP satisfies the following properties
a) for every pair of inner nodesC,C ′ in τ CˆsP s.t. C
′ is a successor ofC , it holds dP (C
′) ≤P next(dP (C), i(C))
b) for every non-empty inner path C1, . . . ,Cn in τ
Cˆ
sP
, if dP (C1) <P next(dP (Cn), i(Cn)), then P = ∃ iff ηh = ν , where h is the
highest priority occurring along the path.
Proof. We prove the two properties separately.
a) Observe that we must have C ′ ∈ sP (C) by definition of τ CˆsP . This means that there exists a decision (C,dP (C)) ∈ ∆P
justified by the position C ′. Then (C,dP (C)) must have been added by a call to Backtrack. By inspecting the code it
is easy to see that we were backtracking either after adding a new decision (C ′, next(dP (C), i(C))) or because there was
already a decision (C ′,k ′) s.t. k ′ ≤P next(dP (C), i(C)). Since dP (C ′) = min≤P {k | (C
′
,k) ∈ ∆P }, in both cases we can
immediately conclude that dP (C ′) ≤P next(dP (C), i(C)).
b) We assume that dP (C1) <P next(dP (Cn), i(Cn)) and P = ∃, and we prove that ηh = ν , where h is the highest prior-
ity occurring along the path. A dual reasoning holds for P = ∀. Let next j be a function that computes the counter
after a subsequence of positions C1, . . . ,Cj in the path C1, . . . ,Cn , for j ∈ n. The function is inductively defined by
next j (k) = next(next j−1(k), i(Cj )) for all j ∈ n, and next0(k) = k . The inductive computation just repeatedly ap-
plies the function next for each position encountered along the sequence starting from a given counter k . We ob-
serve that the function satisfies the property d∃(Cj ) ≤∃ next j−1(d∃(C1)) for all j ∈ n. We show this by induction
on j . Clearly it holds for j = 1, since by definition next0(d∃(C1)) = d∃(C1). Then, assuming it holds for j , we prove
it for j + 1. Since we know that next is monotone wrt. the input counter, by inductive hypothesis we obtain that
next(d∃(Cj ), i(Cj )) ≤P next(next
j−1(d∃(C1)), i(Cj )) = next
j (d∃(C1)), where the last equality holds by definition of next j .
Furthermore, we know that d∃(Cj+1) ≤∃ next(d∃(Cj ), i(Cj )) by (a) above, since Cj+1 is a successor of Cj . And so we
can immediately deduce that indeed d∃(Cj+1) ≤∃ next j (d∃(C1)). From this and the initial assumptions we have that
d∃(C1) <∃ next(d∃(Cn), i(Cn)) ≤∃ next
n(d∃(C1)), where the last inequality holds by definition of nextn and monotonic-
ity of next . Observe that since nextn just recursively applies the function next on the positionsC1, . . . ,Cn , the final result
and the initial counterd∃(C1) can only differ on priorities among those of the positionsC1, . . . ,Cn and lower ones (which
could have been zeroed). Therefore, the highest priority on which d∃(C1) and nextn(d∃(C1)) do not coincide must be the
highest priority h appearing along the path. Furthermore, we must have d∃(C1)h < nextn(d∃(C1))h , because values can
only increase or become zero, when a higher priority is encountered (and its value increased), but this would contradict
the fact that h is the highest. Now we can easily conclude since by hypothesis d∃(C1) <∃ nextn(d∃(C1)), and so by
definition of the order <∃ we must have that ηh = ν .

We observe that winning strategies with assumptions are preserved by a sound function Forget after removing an assump-
tion and the related decisions.
Lemma D.9 (strategies and forget). Given a fixpoint game, whenever Forget(∆P , ΓP , (C,k)) is invoked, returning ∆′P , if the
strategy with assumptions ΓP from decisions ∆P is winning in the modified game with assumptions ΓP , then the strategy with
assumptions ΓP r {(C,k)} from decisions ∆
′
P is winning in the modified game with assumptions ΓP r {(C,k)}.
Proof. It follows immediately from Definitions D.1 and D.6. 
Lemma D.10 (winning strategy from decisions). Given a fixpoint game, whenever functions Explore(·, ·, ·, Γ, ∆) and Back-
track(·, ·, ·, Γ, ∆) are invoked, for every player P , the strategy with assumptions ΓP from decisions ∆P is winning in the modified
game with assumptions ΓP .
Proof. We prove this by induction on the sequence of functions calls. Initially, on the first call Explore(C , 0, [], (∅, ∅), (∅, ∅)),
the property vacuously holds since ∆∃ = ∆∀ = ∅. Now, assuming that the property holds when a function is called, we show
that it holds also on every invocation performed by such function.
Assume that the property holds when Explore(C , k , ρ, Γ, ∆) is called. The only invocation where the property could
possibly fail is Backtrack(P(C), C , ρ, Γ, ∆) after (C,k) has been added to the decisions for P(C), when M(C) = ∅. However
we can immediately see that P(C) wins from C since the opponent P(C) cannot move (the strategy is always winning from
C). On all the other calls the property is preserved since all decisions are unchanged and no assumption has been removed.
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Assume that the property holds when Backtrack(P , C , ρ, Γ, ∆) is called. There are only two invocations to check. Clearly
the property is preserved on the first one, i.e., Explore(C ′′, k ′′, ρ, Γ, ∆), since all decisions and assumptions are unchanged.
The second case is instead more complex. This is when the function Backtrack(P , C ′, t , Γ, ∆) is invoked. Let us analyse
the strategy for one player at a time. First, consider the opponent P . Even though the assumption (C ′,k ′) might have been
removed from ΓP , all decisions in ∆P depending on such assumption have been removed as well via the function Forget(∆P ,
ΓP , (C
′
,k ′)). Let ∆′
P
be the remaining decisions. By Lemma D.9 we know that the strategy with assumptions ΓP r {(C
′
,k ′)}
from decisions ∆′
P
is winning as long as the strategy with assumptions ΓP from decisions ∆P was winning. Then by inductive
hypothesis the property still holds for P . Now we need to prove the property for player P as well. That is, the strategy sP with
assumptions ΓP r {(C ′,k
′)} from decisions ∆P ∪ {(C ′,k
′)} is winning in the modified game with assumptions ΓP r {(C ′,k
′)}.
To do this we just need to show that for every position Cˆ ∈ C(∆P ∪ {(C ′,k
′)}), every complete path in the tree of plays
τ CˆsP is a play won by P . First, recall that every finite complete path in τ
Cˆ
sP
terminates in a position of an assumption or a
truth. In both cases such a finite play is always won by P since in the modified game assumptions and truths correspond
to positions owned by the opponent with no available moves. By inductive hypothesis we know that the strategy s ′P with
assumptions ΓP from decisions ∆P was winning in the modified game with assumptions ΓP . Notice that the two strategies can
only differ on the position C ′ of the new decision (C ′,k ′). It may be that s ′P was not defined on C
′, if there was no decision
or assumption for such position before now. Anyway, this means that if C ′ never occurs along the path, then the play must
be won by P since sP and s ′P coincide on all the positions in the path and s
′
P was winning by inductive hypothesis. Therefore
we just need to check those paths containing C ′. If C ′ appears just finitely many times along the path, consider the subpath
starting from the successorC ′′ of the last occurrence ofC ′. Such subpath does not containC ′ and it is still infinite. Recalling
that all positions in infinite paths must come from decisions and C ′′ , C ′, then the subpath must be one of the complete
paths in the tree of plays τC
′′
s ′
P
. Thus, by inductive hypothesis the subpath, as well as the initial one, must be a play won by P .
Otherwise, C ′ appears infinitely many times along the path. Consider every subpath between two consecutive occurrences
of C ′, including only the first one. In such subpath let C ′′ , C ′ be the last position, which is the predecessor of the second
occurrence ofC ′. Observe that no decision (C ′,k) could have been added after exploring (C ′,k ′) and before now, because we
would necessarily have either k <P k
′ or k <P k
′, thus satisfying the condition of the third if branch of function Explore,
in which case the exploration would have stopped and (C ′,k) would have never been added as a decision. Furthermore,
any decision (C ′,k) added before exploring (C ′,k ′) must be such that k ′ < k , because otherwise the exploration would
have stopped satisfying the second if branch of function Explore and (C ′,k ′) would have never been added as a decision.
Therefore we must have dP (C ′) = k
′ and, if C ′ ∈ C(∆P ) r C(ΓP ) hence s ′P is defined on C
′, dP (C ′) <P d ′P (C
′) since d ′P (C
′) is
the minimum k among the decisions for C ′ added before (C ′,k ′). Moreover, in the latter case, by Lemma D.8(a) we obtain
that dP (C ′) <P d ′P (C
′) ≤P next(dP (C
′′), i(C ′′)) since C ′ succeeds C ′′. If instead C ′ < C(∆P ) r C(ΓP ), then we must have that
(C ′,k ′) ∈ ΓP , since C ′ ∈ sP (C ′′) = s ′P (C
′′) ⊆ C(∆P ∪ ΓP ) and C ′ ∈ C(∆P ∪ {(C ′,k
′)}) r C(ΓP r {(C
′
,k ′)}) because sP (C ′) , ∅.
In fact, by inspecting the code it can be seen thatC ′ must have been added as an assumption after exploring C ′′, which then
became a decision (C ′′,dP (C ′′)), and it must have held k
′
<P next(dP (C
′′), i(C ′′)) as required by the third if branch in the
function Explore. Thus, in both cases we have k ′ = dP (C ′) <P next(dP (C ′′), i(C ′′)). And so by Lemma D.8(b) we know that
P = ∃ iff ηh = ν , where h is the highest priority appearing along the subpath. For now assume P = ∃. Since this holds for
all subpaths between two consecutive occurrences of C ′, and there are infinitely many of them, which sequenced form the
initial infinite path, then there must exist a priority h s.t. ηh = ν and it is the highest priority appearing infinitely many times
along the complete path. A dual reasoning holds for P = ∀. Recalling that an infinite play is won by player ∃ (resp. ∀) if the
highest priority h ∈ m appearing infinitely often is s.t. ηh = ν (resp. µ), we deduce that the path is won by P , whoever P is.
And so we conclude that sP is indeed winning in the modified game with assumptions ΓP r {(C ′,k
′)}. 
Now we can finally present the correctness result.
Theorem 7.3 (correctness). Given a fixpoint game, if a call Explore(C , 0, [], (∅, ∅), (∅, ∅)) returns a player P , then P wins the
game from C .
Proof. Assume that the call Explore(C , 0, [], (∅, ∅), (∅, ∅)) returns some player P . Since the only instruction returning a value
is in the function Backtrack and it is reached only when ρ = [], then Backtrack(P , C ′, [], Γ, ∆) must have been invoked
for some Γ and ∆. Furthermore, C ′ = C because ρ = [] is the list of positions from the rootC to the current nodeC ′. Also, by
Lemma D.2 we have that ΓP = ∅. Thus, by Lemma D.3 we have that (C,k) ∈ ∆P for some counter k . And so by Lemma D.10
we can immediately conclude that P wins the game fromC , since the modified game with no assumptions coincides with the
original one. 
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Theorem 7.4 (preserving solutions with up-to). Let E be a system ofm equations of the kind x =η f (x) over a complete lattice
L. Let u be a m-tuple of up-to functions compatible for E (Definition 5.7). The solution of the system d(E,u) is sol(d(E,u)) =
(sol(E), sol(E)).
Proof. We proceed by induction on the lengthm of the original system. The base case is vacuously true since, form = 0, both
systems have empty solution. Then, for m > 0, assume that the property holds for systems of size m − 1. By definition of
solution we have that the solution of xm is
sol2m(d(E,u)) = ηm(λx . fm(sol1,m(d(E,u)[xm := x])))
and the parametric solution of ym is the function s ′ : Lm → L
s ′(x ′) = solm(d(E,u)[x := x
′]) = µ(λy.um(y) ⊔ x
′
m).
Observe that since s ′(x ′) depends only on x ′m , we can define the parametric solution of ym using just a function s : L → L
instead of s ′
s(x) = µ(λy.um(y) ⊔ x).
Substituting the parametric solution of ym in the solution of xm we obtain
sol2m(d(E,u)) = ηm(λx . fm(sol1,m−1(d(E,u)[xm := x][ym := s(x)]), s(x))).
Let h(x) = fm(sol1,m−1(d(E,u)[xm := x][ym := s(x)]), s(x)) and дx (y) = um(y) ⊔ x , so that sol2m(d(E,u)) = ηm(h) and s(x) =
µ(дx ). Clearly h and д are both monotone (hence s as well). The former because the solutions of a system (see [Baldan et al.
2019]) and f are monotone, the latter because both um and the supremum are. Also notice that s is an extensive function, i.e.,
x ⊑ s(x) for all x . In fact, since s computes a (least) fixpoint we have that s(x) = um(s(x)) ⊔ x , and clearly x ⊑ um(s(x)) ⊔ x by
definition of supremum. Furthermore, we can prove that s is compatible (wrt.h, i.e., s(h(x)) ⊑ h(s(x)) for all x ), continuous, and
strict, whenever um satisfies those conditions, respectively. First, if um is continuous, then so is д in both variables, since ⊔ is
continuous. Then, since s(x) is the least fixpoint of дx , it is immediate that s is continuous as well. Recalling that s(x) = дαx (⊥)
for some ordinal α , both remaining properties can be proved by transfinite induction on дαx (⊥) for every α . First we show that
for all x , дα
h(x )
(⊥) ⊑ h(s(x)) for every ordinal α (hence s(h(x)) ⊑ h(s(x))). For α = 0, we have д0
h(x )
(⊥) = ⊥ ⊑ h(s(x)). For a
successor ordinal α = β + 1, we have дβ+1
h(x )
(⊥) = дh(x )(д
β
h(x )
(⊥)), and by inductive hypothesis we know that дβ
h(x )
(⊥) ⊑ h(s(x)).
Then
дh(x )(д
β
h(x )
(⊥))
⊑ дh(x )(h(s(x))) [since д is monotone]
= um(h(s(x))) ⊔ h(x) [by definition of д]
= um(fm(sol1,m−1(d(E,u)[xm := s(x)][ym := s
2(x)]), s2(x))) ⊔ h(x) [by definition of h]
⊑ fm(u · (sol1,m−1(d(E,u)[xm := s(x)][ym := s
2(x)]), s2(x))) ⊔ h(x) [by compatibility of u]
Observe that um(s(z)) ⊑ s(z) = дz (s(z)) = um(s(z)) ⊔ z for all z. A similar reasoning applies to the other solutions as well,
obtaining that ui (soli (d(E,u)[xm := s(x)][ym := s2(x)])) ⊑ soli (d(E,u)[xm := s(x)][ym := s2(x)]) for all i ∈ m − 1. Therefore
we have
fm(u · (sol1,m−1(d(E,u)[xm := s(x)][ym := s
2(x)]), s2(x))) ⊔ h(x)
⊑ fm(sol1,m−1(d(E,u)[xm := s(x)][ym := s
2(x)]), s2(x)) ⊔ h(x) [since fm is monotone]
= h(s(x)) ⊔ h(x) [by definition of h]
⊑ h(s(x) ⊔ x) [since h is monotone]
= h(s(x)) [since s is extensive]
And sowe established thatд
β+1
h(x )
(⊥) ⊑ h(s(x)). Forα limit ordinal, by inductive hypothesis we immediately have thatдα
h(x )
(⊥) =⊔
β<α
д
β
h(x )
(⊥) ⊑
⊔
h(s(x)) = h(s(x)). Now we show that дα⊥(⊥) = ⊥ for every ordinal α . For α = 0, we have д
0
⊥(⊥) = ⊥. For
α = β + 1, by inductive hypothesis we have that д
β+1
⊥ (⊥) = д⊥(д
β
⊥(⊥)) = д⊥(⊥). And in turn, д⊥(⊥) = um(⊥) ⊔ ⊥ = ⊥, since
um is strict. For α limit ordinal, by inductive hypothesis we obtain that дα⊥(⊥) =
⊔
β<α
д
β
⊥(⊥) =
⊔
⊥ = ⊥. Now we have two
different cases depending on ηm .
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• ηm = ν
In this case sol2m(d(E,u)) = hα (⊤) for some ordinal α . Here we show that actually s(hα (⊤)) = hα (⊤) for every ordinal
α . Since as we mentioned above s is extensive, we just need to prove that s(hα (⊤)) ⊑ hα (⊤) for every ordinal α .
We proceed by transfinite induction on α . For α = 0, we have s(h0(⊤)) ⊑ ⊤ = h0(⊤). If α is a successor ordinal
β + 1, assuming the property holds for β , we show that s(hβ+1(⊤)) ⊑ hβ+1(⊤). Since h is monotone, by inductive
hypothesis we have that h(s(hβ (⊤))) ⊑ h(hβ (⊤)) = hβ+1(⊤). Recalling that s(h(x)) ⊑ h(s(x)) for all x , we also have
that s(hβ+1(⊤)) = s(h(hβ (⊤))) ⊑ h(s(hβ (⊤))). When α is a limit ordinal we have that hα (⊤) =
intersectionsqtext
β<α
hβ (⊤). Since s is
monotone, we have that s(hα (⊤)) = s(
intersectionsqtext
β<α
hβ (⊤)) ⊑
intersectionsqtext
β<α
s(hβ (⊤)). And since by inductive hypothesis s(hβ (⊤)) ⊑ hβ (⊤)
for all β < α , we conclude also that
intersectionsqtext
β<α
s(hβ (⊤)) ⊑
intersectionsqtext
β<α
hβ (⊤).
• ηm = µ
In this case sol2m(d(E,u)) = hα (⊥) for some ordinal α . Recall also that since ηm = µ , by hypothesis we know that um
is continuous and strict. In such case, as shown above, s is continuous and strict as well. Again, we already know that
s is extensive, so we just prove by transfinite induction that s(hα (⊥)) ⊑ hα (⊥) for every ordinal α . For α = 0, we have
s(h0(⊥)) = s(⊥) = ⊥, since s is strict. If α is a successor ordinal β + 1, assuming the property holds for β , we show that
s(hβ+1(⊥)) ⊑ hβ+1(⊥). Since h is monotone, by inductive hypothesis we have that h(s(hβ (⊥))) ⊑ h(hβ (⊥)) = hβ+1(⊥).
Recalling that s(h(x)) ⊑ h(s(x)) for all x , we also have that s(hβ+1(⊥)) = s(h(hβ (⊥))) ⊑ h(s(hβ (⊥))). When α is a limit
ordinal we have that hα (⊥) =
⊔
β<α
hβ (⊥). Since s is continuous, we have that s(hα (⊥)) = s(
⊔
β<α
hβ (⊥)) =
⊔
β<α
s(hβ (⊥)).
And since by inductive hypothesis s(hβ (⊥)) ⊑ hβ (⊥) for all β < α , we conclude also that
⊔
β<α
s(hβ (⊥)) ⊑
⊔
β<α
hβ (⊥).
So in both cases we have s(hα (⊤)) = hα (⊤) or s(hα (⊥)) = hα (⊥)), respectively, for every ordinal α . Consider the function
h′(x) = fm(sol1,m−1(d(E,u)[xm := x][ym := x]), x). The previous fact implies that actually ηm(h′) = ηm(h) = sol2m(d(E,u)).
Furthermore, for the same reason we have that s(sol2m(d(E,u))) = sol2m(d(E,u)). Since sol2m(d(E,u)) is the solution of xm
and by definition of solution s(sol2m(d(E,u))) = solm(d(E,u)) is that of ym , this means that xm and ym have the same solution
in d(E,u). So we can rewrite the solutions of xm and ym as ηm(h′), that is
sol2m(d(E,u)) = solm(d(E,u)) = ηm(λx . fm(sol1,m−1(d(E,u)[xm := x][ym := x]), x)).
Now, observe that the system d(E,u)[xm := x][ym := x] is actually d(E[xm := x],u1,m−1). Therefore, since E[xm := x] has size
m − 1, by inductive hypothesis we know that sol1,m−1(d(E,u)[xm := x][ym := x]) = solm,2m−2(d(E,u)[xm := x][ym := x]) =
sol(E[xm := x]). Thus, substituting these solutions in those of xm and ym above, we obtain
sol2m(d(E,u)) = solm(d(E,u)) = ηm(λx . fm(sol(E[xm := x]), x))
which is also the definition of the solution of xm in E. Which means that sol2m(d(E,u)) = solm(d(E,u)) = solm(E). Then, the
remaining solutions are
(sol1,m−1(d(E,u)), solm+1,2m−1(d(E,u)))
= sol(d(E,u)[xm := sol2m(d(E,u))][ym := solm(d(E,u))]) [by definition of solution]
= sol(d(E,u)[xm := solm(E)][ym := solm(E)])
= (sol(E[xm := solm(E)]), sol(E[xm := solm(E)])) [by inductive hypothesis]
= (sol1,m−1(E), sol1,m−1(E)) [by definition of solution]
This and the previous fact allow us to conclude that sol (d(E,u)) = (sol1,m−1(E), solm(E), sol1,m−1(E), solm(E)), that is indeed
sol(d(E,u)) = (sol(E), sol(E)). 
Theorem 7.6 (correctness with up-to). Let E be a system ofm equations of the kind x =η f (x) over a complete lattice L. Letu a
compatiblem-tuple of up-to functions for E. Then the up-to algorithm associated with the system d(E,u) as given in Definition 7.5
is correct, i.e., if a call Explore(C , 0, [], (∅, ∅), (∅, ∅)) returns a player P , then P wins the game from C .
Proof. Let G be the fixpoint game associated with the initial system E, Gu be the one associated with the modified system
d(E,u), and G ′u be the game obtained from Gu by restricting the moves of player ∃ from positions associated with variables
yi to only those satisfying either condition (a) or (b). Observe that the moves from every position controlled by player ∃ of
G are included in the moves from the corresponding position in G ′u since they satisfy condition (a), since in E there are no
up-to functions. Therefore, every winning strategy for ∃ in G can be easily converted into a winning strategy for the same
player inG ′u . So the winning positions of player ∃ inG are necessarily included in those ofG
′
u . Furthermore, the same clearly
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happens betweenG ′u andGu since the moves of ∃ inG
′
u are defined as a restriction of those inGu . Then, callingW∃(G) the set
of winning positions of player ∃ in the corresponding G , we have thatW∃(G) ⊆ W∃(G ′u ) ⊆ W∃(Gu ) =W∃(G), where the last
equality holds by Theorem 7.4. Since in our case every position not winning for ∃ is necessarily winning for ∀, this means
that even if we restrict certain moves of player ∃, thus playing in the gameG ′u , we still have the same exact winning positions
for both players. 
E Comparison to the Bonchi/Pous algorithm
In a seminal paper [Bonchi and Pous 2013] Bonchi and Pous revisited the question of checking language equivalence for
non-deterministic automata and presented an algorithm based on an up-to congruence technique that behaves very well in
practice.
We will here give a short description of this algorithm and then explain how it arises as a special case of the algorithm
developed in §6.2.2 (Case 2).
We are given a non-deterministic finite automaton (Q, Σ, δ , F ), where Q is the finite set of states, Σ is the finite alphabet,
δ : Q × Σ → 2Q is the transition function and F ⊆ Q is the set of final states. Note that we omit initial states. Given a ∈ Σ,
X ⊆ Q we define δa (X ) =
⋃
q∈X δ (q,a).
Given q1,q2 ∈ Q , the aim is to show whether q1,q2 accept the same language (in the standard sense).
In order to do this, the algorithm performs an on-the-fly determinization and constructs a bisimulation relation R ⊆ 2Q ×2Q
on the determinized automaton. This relation has to satisfy the following properties:
• {q1} R {q2}
• Whenever X1 R X2, then
– δa(X1)R δa (X2) for all a ∈ Σ (transfer property)
– and X1 ∩ F , ∅ ⇐⇒ X2 ∩ F , ∅ (one set is accepting iff the other is accepting)
Due to the up-to technique there is no need to fully enumerate R. Instead in the second item above, it suffices to show that
δa (X1) c(R) δa(X2) where c(R) is the congruence closure of R, i.e., the least relation R′ containing R that is an equivalence
and satisfies that X1 R X2 implies X1 ∪ X R X2 ∪ X (for X1,X2,X ⊆ Q). A major contribution of [Bonchi and Pous 2013] is
an algorithm for efficiently checking whether two given sets are in the congruence closure of a given relation. Here we will
simply assume that this procedure is given and use it as a black box.
We will now translate this into our setting: the lattice is L = 22
Q×2Q (the lattice of all relations over the powerset of states)
with inclusion as partial order. The basis B consists of all singletons {(X1,X2)} where X1,X2 ⊆ Q . That is, we consider Case 2
of §6.2.2.
The behaviour map f is given as follows: f (R) = f ∗(R) ∩C where
f ∗(R) = {(X1,X2) | (δa(X1), δa(X2)) ∈ R for all a ∈ Σ}
C = {(X1,X2) | X1 ∩ F = ∅ ⇐⇒ X2 ∩ F = ∅}
We want to solve a single fixpoint equation R =ν f (R) where we are interested in the greatest fixpoint. In particular, we want
to check whether (Q1,Q2) ∈ R (where Q1 = {q1}, Q2 = {q2}) or alternatively I = {(Q1,Q2)} ⊆ R.
Since we have determinized the automaton, f ∗ has a left adjoint f∗, given as
f∗(R) = {(δa (X1), δa(X2)) | (X1,X2) ∈ R,a ∈ Σ}.
Now we can start exploring the game positions. Starting with I = {(Q1,Q2)} ⊆ F , the only move of ∃ is to play {{(X1,X2)} |
(X1,X2) ∈ f∗(I )}, then it is the turn of∀who can choose any singleton set {(X1,X2)} and one has to explore all those singletons.
This continues until one encounters a singleton {(X1,X2)} * C (which implies that ∃ has no move and loses) or one finds
a set {(X1,X2)} where one can cut off a branch due to the up-to technique – more concretely (X1,X2) ∈ c(R) where R is
the collection of all pairs visited so far on all paths and c(R) is its congruence closure. One can conclude that ∃ wins if all
encountered pairs are inC . This is a straightforward instance of the more general algorithm (Case 2), enriched with an up-to
technique, as explained in §6.2.2.
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